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Abstract
The work presented in this thesis is on the development of reliable low cost measurement 
systems for measuring microwave and millimetre-wave devices. The puipose of this work 
is to find techniques which use multiple power detectors and can measure magnitude and 
phase without the need for expensive superheterodyne receivers. Two novel microwave 
measurement systems have been designed with the intention of providing a measurement 
facility which enables the characterisation of both active and passive devices in terms of 
their scattering parameters.
The first method is based on using a multistate reflectometer, which uses dielectric 
waveguide in the frequency range of llOGHz up to 170GHz. The dielectric multistate 
reflectometer is a four-port reflectometer, which uses a programmable phase shifter to 
give a fiat relative phase shift over the entire frequency range of the dielectric waveguides 
used in the multistate reflectometer. The phase shifter has an eccentric rotating cylinder 
with an offset axis to allow a number of different phase shifts to the wave travelling in the 
dielectric waveguides in the multistate reflectometer. This system has been developed as 
an equivalent to a one-port network analyser.
The second method is based on using the multi-probe reflectometer in which the standing 
wave in a line is measured using a number of fixed detector probes. A microstrip line 
prototype in the frequency range of IGHz to 5.5GHz has been demonstrated and the 
design of a monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) version for the frequency 
range of 40GHz to 325GHz has been earned out. Improved methods of calibration of the 
system have been derived as well as different methods for eiTor connection. The 
realisation of a full two-port network analyser using the technique has been demonstrated.
Key words: dielectric multistate reflectometer, programmable phase shifter, multi-probe 
reflectometer, detection, microwave measurement, millimetre-wave measurement, 
calibration, error conections.
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Chapter I. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Microwave measurement techniques have been investigated and thoroughly developed for 
the past few decades. The need for device characterisation in the frequency and time 
domains has always been the focus for many industrial users. The electrical properties of 
a component, such as loss, phase-shift and matching at microwave frequencies are usually 
described in terms of scattering parameters.
Different methods have been developed for this puipose such as the slotted line 
reflectometer [1], six-port reflectometer [2,5] and, of course, conventional 
superheterodyne-type network analysers, which have become one of the most important 
measurement tools for characterising high-frequency components and devices. Network 
analysers differ in form and function from the other tools commonly used to characterised 
communication system and components: the spectrum analyser, for example, measures 
unknown external signals. In contrast, modern network analysers utilize frequency- 
synthesised sources to provide a known test stimulus that can be swept across a range of 
frequencies or power levels. Network analysers can also perform ratio measurements 
including phase, which cannot be performed with a spectrum analyser.
Network analysers have improved greatly nowadays from earlier versions, where they 
only provided raw measurements of an unknown device in terms of phase and magnitude. 
Vector network analysers (VNAs) can nowadays measure enor-corrected magnitude, 
phase, and group delay, show port impedances on a Smith chart, and, with time-domain 
capability, show the distance from a test port to an impedance mismatch or circuit fault. 
They can also be extended to perfoiTn on-wafer measurements.
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However, conventional VNAs using superheterodyne techniques are complicated and 
expensive due to the number of couplers, mixers, sources and receivers...etc. One can see 
the need for finding an alternative and a rival to these expensive and complicated 
measurement systems has drawn the attention of many researchers for many years. It has 
always been a challenge to provide a low cost, reliable and fully automated user-friendly 
microwave measurement system to be a viable alternative to these conventional network 
analysers. In this Thesis, two different techniques are described, which have been 
developed for this puipose.
The first measurement system is a dielectric waveguide multistate reflectometer, which 
operates in the frequency band of 110 GHz up to 170 GHz. This work was carried out at 
the University of Kent, Canterbury, and supervised by Dr R.J. Collier. The second system 
is a fixed multiprobe reflectometer which was designed at the University of Surrey under 
the supervision of Professor I.D. Robertson. It has been demonstrated practically in the 
frequency band from 1 GHz up to 5.5 GHz, and a higher frequency system operating up 
to 325 GHz has also been investigated.
Before going into detail in the following chapters it might be useful to point out a few 
points. Even though a considerable work and research has been done so far to find 
alternative measurement systems, which are rival to the commercial network analysers, 
there is still plenty of scope for novel work in this field. For example, the two systems 
which are described here: one was built by using a dielectric waveguide and the other by 
using a microstrip line with low cost conventional components. Problems such as 
mismatch, coupling effects, stability, repeatability and noise are dealt with by using 
different methods of calibration and eiTor correction, and while developing and 
implementing user-friendly fully-automated measurement system is another challenge. 
All these will be reviewed and discussed in detail throughout the Thesis.
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes the Dielectric Multi state Reflectometer (DMR) measurement system. 
It provides an overview of the configuration and the operation of the system. It also 
describes the key equipment and components of the system, such as the source, DMR 
with its associated components; Phaseshifter, dielectric waveguide and dielectric 
couplers. The properties and the advantage of using dielectric waveguide especially at 
high frequency are explained. The system’s parameters have been derived.
Chapter 3 introduces the dielectric multi state reflectometer system configuration, 
calibration and measurement routines, which have been used during the implementation 
and automation of the system. It describes the basic theory of the DMR and a way to 
derive the calibration constants. The stability and repeatability of the phase shifter have 
been measured. Practical measurement results have been numerically analysed and 
compared with the theory.
Chapter 4 describes the principle of the multi-probe reflectometer realised in microstrip. 
The standing wave on the line and the effects of unifonn loads and arbitrary loads on the 
standing wave on the microstrip line are investigated. The design of a one-port microstrip 
multi-probe reflectometer is presented and the principle of operation of the diode 
detectors as well as their input matching and sensitivity are described.
Chapter 5 describes the measurement setup of the one-port multi-probe reflectometer 
system. The algorithms used to calibrate the system as well as to find the measurement 
errors for one-port eiTor connection are described. Various simulation data as well as 
practical measurements for several microwave components are presented, as well as a 
comparison of these results with ones taken with a commercial analyser.
Chapter 6 describes the design of a two-port multi-probe reflectometer measurement 
system. The calibration method and algorithms have been derived and the two-port twelve 
error-term model is described. Simulation data and practical results are presented. The 
measurement uncertainty has been derived and calculated.
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Chapter 7 summarises the work and the results achieved in this research and makes some 
suggestions for future work.
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
The novel work carried out during this research is about implementing reliable and low 
cost microwave and millimetre-wave measurement systems. A thorough investigation of a 
programmable phase shifter used in dielectric multistate reflectometer has been carried 
out. Practical measurements using the dielectric multistate reflectometer have been 
earned out, and the principles for calculation of the system parameters are described
The multi-probe reflectometer, in which the standing wave in a line is measured by using 
a number of fixed detector probes, has been realised using low cost surface mount 
components. Improved algorithms of calibrating and coiTecting the measurement enors of 
the multi-probe reflectometer have been developed. The proof-of-concept design of a full 
two-port measurement system based on the multi-probe techniques has been described.
Chapter 2 Dielectric Waveguide Measurement System
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2 Dielectric Waveguide Measurement System
2.1 Introduction
A measurement system was developed at the Electronics Laboratory at the University of 
Kent at Canterbury with the intention of providing measurement facilities. This enabled 
the user to measure passive devices and their scattering parameters within the waveguide 
band 110 GHz up to 170 GHz. In order to carry out these measurements, a Dielectric 
Multistate Reflectometer (DMR) [6], was used in conjunction with other test equipment, 
as will be discussed later. The system had to be developed, as no commercial measuring 
equipment was available, which covered the same waveguide band at the time [7].
Due to a number of advantages of the dielectric waveguide [8,9], such as low loss 
transmission [10], a higher usable bandwidth, easy fabrication with low cost and its 
flexibility unlike a metallic waveguide, a dielectric waveguide was used in the 
reflectometer.
The idea was to establish a reliable measurement system to enable one to measure and 
calculate the scattering parameters at the required millimetre-wave frequencies. A reliable 
system with minimum human, measurement and systematic errors would necessitate the 
system automation and computer control. This will be discussed later.
Before any measurements can be earned out, the system must be calibrated. By 
calibrating the system, it can be normalized in order to offset systematic errors, which 
would effect the real measurements of an unknown device. The system was calibrated by 
using conventional waveguide standards such as a sliding short circuit and a calibrated
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matched load termination. The calibration procedure will be discussed later in the next 
chapter.
Once confidence is gained in the measurement system, a measurement of the reflection 
coefficients and the impedance of an unknown device can be carried out at fixed or swept 
frequencies in the waveguide band 110 GHz up to 170 GHz.
2.2 Principles of microwave measurements
Microwave measurements such as impedance measurement, attenuation measurement, 
phase measurement or delay measurements have so far played an important and an 
essential support service for many high frequency users such as mobile radio, astronomy, 
satellite, mobile phones...etc. As the frequency goes higher the wavelength gets shorter 
and hence, methods of circuit representation and analysis need to be modified.
Microwave systems differ from low frequency systems in many ways, especially in the 
analysis of the signals conveyed by the waveguides. Most common waveguides are 
coaxial lines and rectangular ones, where the width is twice its height. One major 
difference between coaxial line and rectangular waveguide is that rectangular waveguide 
does not sustain propagation below a certain frequency, i.e. the cut-off frequency, while 
coaxial line can be used in the TEM mode from dc to the frequency at which propagation 
becomes possible in another unwanted mode.
When a microwave source is connected to a load by means of a transmission line, 
reflections of the signal will in general occur at the connecting points and also within the 
components (DUT) themselves. In practice this means that the power delivered by a 
source to a load will depend on the reflection coefficients of the source and the load. This 
will be analysed in detail in chapter 4.
There are many different methods and different algorithms, which have been developed 
for microwave measurements where the microwave circuits or microwave components 
are analysed in terms of electric and magnetic fields associated with them. A very
6
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commonly used method of microwave measurements is based on the study of a standing 
wave pattern formed along the transmission line because of the interference of the 
incident and reflected waves. It is from the ratio of the amplitude and the phase 
relationship between the incident and the reflected waves that the impedance 
characterisation of the component causing the reflection can be carried out, or from the 
ratio of the absorbed power to the incident power the attenuation can be calculated.
Nowadays there are different measurements methods, and various types of equipment 
available to the microwave engineer, such as network analysers, scalar or vector, and 
various types of reflectometers, as will be discussed briefly in the next two sections.
2.2.1 Reflectometers
A reflectometer is a passive device, which measures the magnitude and the phase of the 
reflection coefficient of a DUT by using a number of power detectors to monitor the 
power at different ports. There are different types of reflectometers, which have been 
investigated and developed such as the six-port reflectometer, four-port reflectometer and 
the multistate reflectometer in both normal metallic waveguides and dielectric wave­
guides [2,3,12-21]. In all of these types the principle of reflectometers stays the same 
from a hardware point of view; it mainly consists of directional couplers and power 
detectors. Figure 2-1 shows one of the simplest forms of reflectometers capable of 
measuring the amplitude of the reflection coefficient of a DUT.
DUT
AAAX
D4 0 3
4 __ __ 3
X
AAA
Figure 2-1: Simple 4-Port Reflectometer
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A  source is connected to one port known as the input port, the DUT is connected to 
another port known as the test port and the detectors are connected to the remaining ports. 
One detector monitors primarily the energy incident on the DUT where are the remaining 
detectors monitoring a combination of the incident and the reflected energies, normally 
separated by different path lengths. The voltage ratio of the incident wave detector to each 
of the remaining detectors are used when calibrated to determine the reflectometer 
characteristics and hence the reflection coefficient of the DUT.
It can be quite numerically involved to calculate the reflection coefficient from the 
various detector readings. Therefore a computer is normally used to generate and apply 
the correction factors to simulate perfect performance from imperfect circuit components. 
More details about the reflectometer parameters and the numerical calculation will be 
introduced later in Chapter 3.
2.2.2 Network analysers
It was clear from the previous section that the reflectometer was described as a one-port 
measuring instrument, which determines the complex reflection coefficient of unknown 
loads. Network analysers are described as a two-port measuring instrument that can 
determine all four scattering coefficients for a two-port device. It is clear from this that 
two compatible reflectometers can be used in conjunction with each other to constitute a 
network analyser; similarly, a network analyser measuring one-port DUT is equivalent to 
a reflectometer.
Network analysers have become one of the most important measurement tools for 
characterising the performance of high frequency components and devices. A modem 
vector network analyser is capable of measuring magnitude, phase and group delay, they 
show the port impedances on a smith chart, and, with time-domain capability, show the 
distance from a test port to an impedance mismatch. Understanding a network analyser 
can help the operator derive optimum perfoiTnance from the instrument.
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The principle operation of network analysers is based on the use of power detection, 
power splitting and power coupling as well as frequency conversion. There is also a 
mathematical process, which is done nowadays by powerful computational methods. 
Figure 2-2 below illustrates a simplified diagram of a vector network analyser with S- 
parameter test set.
"Network
Analyser" COMPUTER - >A toD
display
IF signals
IX) Signal 
Generator Frequency Converter
TEST SET
DUT
Dual directional couplers Dual directional couplersPORT I PORT2
Figure 2-2: Block diagram of Vector network analyser
Signal separation hardware such as power dividers and directional couplers allow 
measurements of a portion of the incident signal to provide a reference for the ratio 
measurements, and separate the incident and the reflected signals present at the input of 
the DUT.
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The network analyser’s radio frequency (RF) source is the stimulus signal for the DUT. 
The two splitters and couplers take samples of the incident and reflected signals. The 
receiver converts the RF signals into intermediate frequency (IF) signals where amplitude 
and phase differences can be measured directly and presented on a display.
Power dividers are resistive and broadband, but have high insertion loss. Directional 
couplers have low insertion loss but are usually limited in bandwidth. Directional 
couplers are useful for measuring both the incident and reflected signals present at the 
input of the device under test (DUT). Directional couplers consist of a through path and a 
coupled path, which diverts a small amount of the power travelling along the through path 
as shown in Figure 2-3.
Isolated
Port
Input
Port
Test
Port
- 7 _,
Figure 2-3: Directional coupler
The amount of coupled power is determined by the coupling factor: 
CouplingFactor {dB) =  -\Q Log ^ co u p lin g fo rw a rd
\  ^ in c id en t /
For example, in a 20-dB coupler, the coupled power level is 20 dB less than the incident 
power level at the input port. In addition to the coupling factor, a directional coupler has 
other parameters, such as frequency response and directivity that contribute to the overall 
power level seen at both the main output port and the coupled port. Ideally, if a signal is 
travelling in reverse though a coupler, it should not appear at the coupled port. In reality,
10
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some energy always appears at the coupled port due to the coupler’s finite port-to-port 
isolation. Isolation can be measured by sending power through the coupler in the reverse 
direction, and can be defined as the leakage power at the coupled port relative to the 
incident power as below:
/  D \
lsolation{dB) -  -lOLog
Preverse coupled
pincident
One of the most important measured parameters for the couplers is their directivity. 
Directivity is a measure of a coupler’s ability to separate signals flowing in opposite 
directions along the through path of the coupler. It can be defined sometimes as the 
dynamic range available for reflection measurements and can be represented as:
Directivity {dB) = Isolation {dB) -  Coupling Factor {dB) -
Errors due to finite directivity are often responsible for ripple patterns in many 
measurements of return loss. At the peaks of the ripple, directivity adds in-phase with 
reflections from the DUT’s reflection; at other times it is out-of-phase, resulting in a sharp 
dip in the retum-loss response.
Directional bridges are also useful for measuring reflected signals over a broad bandwidth 
but have significant loss.
2.3 Measurement system
The dielectric waveguide measurement system was designed to use a dielectric multistate 
reflectometer. The system operates in the frequency band of 110 GHz up to 170 GHz. The 
basic configuration of the system is illustrated in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Dielectric Waveguide Measurement System
The system consists of a dielectric multistate reflectometer (DMR), backward wave 
oscillator, digital multimeter and a standard PC. The PC contains all the software 
routines, which are required to control the system and process the measurement data. An 
IEEE card with a GPIB parallel connection controls the source oscillator and the digital 
multimeter. The phase shifter in the DMR is driven and controlled directly by a stepper 
motor, which is controlled by the PC through the parallel port output.
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The calibration routine involves the deteiTnination of the system parameters for the DMR, 
based on the measured power ratio at the DMR monitor port (port 3) and measurement 
port (port 4) for different calibration devices. The calibration process will be described in 
detail in the next chapter.
The source oscillator used in the system is a Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO). This 
device offers a relatively high output power and also a wide tuning range to cover the 
whole bandwidth from 118 GHz to 178 GHz [10]. It can also perform a frequency sweep 
over the whole bandwidth. The BWO produces an output power between 20 mW to 30 
mW and can be controlled by the PC through the GPIB port.
The digital multimeter is the HP34401A, which has uncertainty better than ±0.0015% on 
DC voltage measurements. It is capable of measuring DC voltage ratios and can be 
controlled by the PC through the GPIB. The ratio of the monitor port voltage to the 
measuring port voltage of the DMR represents the power seen out of the diode detectors 
at these ports.
2.4 Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer (DMR)
The dielectric multi state reflectometer (DMR) is equivalent to a one-port network 
analyser and can be used to measure the reflection coefficient magnitude and phase. As 
shown in Figure 2-5, it is basically a four port device, where port I is connected to the 
source oscillator, port 2 connected to the Device Under Test (DUT), port 3 and port 4 are 
each connected to a power detector [1,5,22,23,24].
The waveguide components used for the dielectric multistate reflectometer include:
a) Two broadband dielectric couplers
b) Dielectric waveguide phase shifter
c) Two power detectors
d) A short circuit and a matched load or absorber
13
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Figure 2-5: Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer
Part of the incident signal at port 1, which comes out of the backward wave oscillator 
(BWO), will pass through coupler I and is reflected at coupler II, so that it is finally 
detected by the power monitor detector at port 3. Part of that signal will propagate 
through coupler II to the device under test (DUT) at port 2.
Monitoring the source power level of the BWO and using the power ratios for the actual 
measurements can make the operation of the reflectometer independent from any 
variation in the output power of the BWO [22]. While part of the power is used for 
monitoring the input power, the other part propagates through coupler I and through 
coupler II to the DUT connected at port 2. The wave which is reflected by the DUT will 
propagate back through coupler II and will be partially reflected at coupler I, so that it can 
be coupled into the measurement port 4. At this stage it superposes with the wave 
propagated along the phaseshifter up to the short and back again, which experienced a 
defined and repeatable phaseshift at a full circle 360° with 48 steps.
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Examining the power ratio measurements, three different states of the phaseshifter will be
ochosen, normally 120 apart to calculate the magnitude and the phase of the reflection 
coefficient of the DUT.
2.4.1 Dielectric Waveguide and Dielectric Waveguide Couplers
Operating at high frequencies using a metallic waveguide can be a problem due to the 
increase in losses due to the Skin effect, which increases with the frequency. These losses
are proportional to ^  and are very significant above 35GHz [25]. The surface or edge
roughness increases the losses particularly above 100 GHz, as well the reduction in size 
contributing to the increase in loss. Therefore, in order to avoid additional losses in 
metallic waveguides, non-metallic waveguides such as dielectric waveguides are 
preferred.
As mentioned earlier, dielectric waveguides have advantages over the metallic ones such 
as they have low transmission loss, they are easy to fabricate at low cost and they have 
higher useable bandwidth. The basic principle of operation of all dielectric waveguides is 
based on total internal reflection, and the surface of the guide has to be smooth to avoid 
radiation losses. Furthermore, the medium suiTounding the guide has also to be free of 
losses and be uniform in the near field region where relatively high field strengths exist. 
As the frequency is inversely proportional to the dimensions of the waveguide, it will be 
relatively easy to suiTound the waveguide with another dielectric medium, which will 
control the field.
A cross section of a dielectric waveguide is illustrated in Figure 2-6. The wave in the 
dielectric cannot propagate faster than the velocity of a plane wave in the surrounding 
medium. Therefore the phase velocity V^can be expressed as:
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Where c is the speed of light « 3 x 10  ^ms'  ^ and is the effective dielectric permittivity. 
Then in more general way Vp can be expressed relative to the suiTounding medium as in 
Equation 2-1.
c c c C2 1)
Where: Ei is the relative dielectric constant of the waveguide and £2 is that of the 
sunounding medium. Therefore:
1
:
Figure 2-6: Dielectric waveguide
Dielectric waveguides suiTounded by air have the lowest losses; hence it is the practice to 
use air as the sunounding medium. However it is sometimes convenient to have a ground 
plane, which eliminates some of the higher order modes [1].
The dielectric waveguides used inside the dielectric multi state reflectometer are 
PolytetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE) rectangular waveguide with a cross section of 1.651mm 
by 0.8255mm and a relative permittivity of e ^ = 2 .\ .  The operational frequency 
bandwidth is 110 GHz to 170 GHz [22]. The principal design of the dielectric couplers 
being used inside the dielectric multistate reflectometer is shown in Figure 2-7 and is 
described in greater detail in [26].
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Figure 2-7: Dielectric Waveguide Coupler
The coupler is a four port device, which consist of a symmetric dielectric waveguide cross 
junction and contains a thin piece of dielectric sheet material with a higher dielectric 
constant in the middle of this junction. The dielectric sheet material is positioned at an 
angle of 45°, where the travelling wave no longer has a perpendicular incident component 
[22].
The incident wave at the input port will be partially reflected to the coupled port, and 
partially transmitted through the dielectric sheet material, which has different 
permittivity. The thin material is a piece of alumina with a relative dielectric permittivity 
of 9.6, which is higher than that of the dielectric waveguide (2.1).
2.4.2 Phase shifter
A programmable phase shifter has been designed and used in the dielectric multistate 
reflectometer (DMR), which gives a flat relative phase shift over the entire frequency 
range from 110 GHz up to 170 GHz [22,27]. It consists of an eccentric rotating cylinder, 
adjacent to a dielectric guide, which is driven by a stepping motor. Although the dielectric 
phase shifter has been designed and described in greater detail in [22,27], it was 
investigated further in greater detail from a practical point of view [28].
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The phase shifter is a metallic cylinder, which has been arranged eccentrically to allow a 
number of different values for the gap between the dielectric waveguide and the metal 
cylinder. The number of offsets between the metal wall of the phaseshifter cylinder and 
the dielectric waveguide depends on the number of steps of the controlled stepper motor. 
This number is half of the maximum number of steps of the stepper motor, which controls 
the rotation of the cylinder of the phase shifter. This particular stepper motor has a 
movement of 48 steps for a complete cycle, with 7.5° each step. With this number of 
steps, a sufficient range of phase shift is available over the entire frequency range. This 
device is the key component of the DMR [22,29].
The conducting wall of the cylinder causes a perturbation of the microwave field just 
outside the dielectric waveguide. When the wall is nearer to the waveguide, the 
maximum of the field inside the waveguide is shifted away from the centre in a direction 
away from the wall, so that more of the field propagates in the air outside the guide than 
in the dielectric. This will reduce the wave number and as a consequence the phase shift 
per unit length along the guide in comparison to an unperturbed wave. Figure 2-8 below 
illustrates the dominant electric field transverse to the metal wall.
Electrical
Wall
- a /2a /2
Figure 2-8: Dominant electric field transverse to the metal wall
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Since the properties of the dielectric guides are known, the effect of the metal plate can 
also be evaluated. The relationship between the field propagating in the regions 1,2,3 as 
shown in Figure 2-8 and for the boundary condition is illustrated in equations (2.2 and 
2.3) [27]:
sinh a (d  -  = £ ' 2  cos(&^ -— + D)
and
a
aEi cosha (d  - ^ )  = -k ^ E 2 sin(/c^ ^  + D) a
(2Ji)
E 2 C 0 si-k^^  + D) = E^e 
and
a
X- -a
k^E2 sin(-^jç — + D) = aE^e ^ x=- -a
(2.3)
Therefore from equation 2.2 and 2.3 the relationship between the distance d of the metal 
plate from the dielectric wall and the perturbation D can be obtained and expressed in 
equation 2.4. This is by assuming the dielectric guide is approximately a slab guide and 
calculated for the boundary conditions [22,27]:
j  ^ 1 . 1 -1d ~ - - ^  —  tanh 2
ata n ( /c ^ - -D )  
tan(A:„ — + D)
(2.4)
Ox is the transverse decay constant, kx is the longitudinal propagation constant, and are 
related as follows: -
a (2.5)
For a dielectric waveguide with relative permittivity Sr, kx can be expressed as:
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and hence the transverse constant a  can be eliminated, giving:-
. 2 , ; .  a k l1 + tan —— Z)) — 1) —0 (2.7)
By assuming a value of D, the values of k% and (%% can be determined and hence from 
equation (2.4) a value of d can be found [11]. As mentioned earlier the phase shifter is 
arranged eccentrically so the rotating metal cylinder of the phase shifter will cause 
different changes to the phase of the waves propagating in the dielectric guide. When the 
metal cylinder is nearest to the dielectric guide, the perturbation D is largest and hence the 
phase change is also largest. This happens at the beginning and at the end of the cycle. 
Gradually, as the cylinder moves round and moves away from the dielectric wall, the 
perturbation D will decrease and hence the change in phase will be minimal, until it 
reaches a point in the middle of the cycle, where at that distance it is no longer effective. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2-9, which is a practical measurement earned out by 
connecting the sliding short circuit at the measurement port of the dielectric multi state 
reflectometer. This will be discussed later in greater details in Chapter 3.
The size of the phase shifter will affect the size and the weight of the dielectric multistate 
reflectometer. It was designed to make it possible to give enough phase shift of the signal; 
an undersized phase shifter might not produce enough phase shifts and could cause loss in 
the measurement accuracy. A 35mm long cylinder was used [22].
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Figure 2-9: Measurement of the waveguide short circuit device with 0mm offset at 140 GHz
The relationship between the distance of the metal cylinder from the dielectric guide and 
the phase shift was measured as illustrated in Figure 2-10. This agrees with the simulated 
results carried out in earlier studies [22].
2 0 0
5 0
- 5 0
- 2 0 0
Figure 2-10: Metal cylinder distance from the dielectric waveguide against phase at 140 GHz
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The broadband response of the phase shifter is due to the following two factors, which 
they almost cancel each other over the entire bandwidth:
1. The extent of the fields outside the guide, which decreases with frequency
2. The propagation phase constant, which increases with frequency.
2.5 System Control
The measurement system can be manual or use automatic control through a conventional 
PC. The automated measurements have a number of advantages over the manual 
measurements such as:
a) Minimise systematic eiTors.
b) Minimise human errors.
c) Faster measurements
d) Faster in computing the measured data
e) Processing and storage of calibration data.
f) Calculation and display of the measured characteristics
Lab View software was selected to control the measurement system due to its features 
and advantages over the conventional software such as C programming, Pascal or Visual 
Basic. LabView is a revolutionary graphical programming environment; it gives the 
flexibility of a powerful programming language without the associated difficulty and 
complexity. It is a faster way to program and drive an instrumentation system without 
sacrificing performance. Figure 2-11 shows a front panel control of the programme. Refer 
to Appendix A for full programme listings.
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Figure 2-11: DMR Front Panel Measurement Programme
One of the biggest advantages of LabView is the productivity gain that it offers. In 
traditional languages, software developers often spend substantial time specifying a 
system before they begin actual development. With LabView, we have the ability to 
rapidly prototype, design, and modify systems in a short amount of time.
LabView provides a powerful analysis library, which is capable of computing the real 
results and displaying them in graphical form or tabulating them in real time. It has the 
flexibility to write data into Excel files, and carry out further analysis on the data if 
required. LabView is the only graphical programming system with a compiler that 
generates optimised code with execution speeds comparable to compiled C programs. 
Finally, instrument control using LabView software can be preformed by using either a 
GPIB interface, or through the serial ports.
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2.6 System Characterisation
The electrical properties of a component such as, loss, phase shift and impedance at 
microwave frequencies, where component dimensions are comparable to the wavelength 
of the electrical radiation in vacuum are usually described in terms of the scattering 
coefficients. The impedance measurement is basically the detection of the RF voltages 
under specific conditions and can be expressed as a complex ratio using scattering 
parameters.
The reflectometer is basically a linear and time invariant four-port device and can be 
completely described using the scattering parameters of the devices it contains. Once 
these parameters are found by applying a direct normal calibration routine, the linear 
network is completely characterised and the measurements can be carried out, and then 
the characteristic equation of the system can be derived. The incident waves a and the 
reflected waves b at the ports of the DMR can be described in terms of its scattering 
parameters as illustrated in Figure 2-12 and represented in equation (2.8).
4 P o r t  Device
Die lec tr ic  M ult ls ta te  
R ef lec tom  e te r  
(DMR)
[S] I b 2
Figure 2-12: 4-Port Device Incident and reflected signals
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The index i stands for the different states applied to the internal phase shifter, which can 
have an influence on all parameters. Only three states are needed to calculate the system 
parameters, as this will be discussed later.
b = S a ;f = 1,2,3 (Z8)i _ —_ i i
The full representation of the scattering parameters can be represented as in equation 
(2.9):
b, S n i^l2 ^13 J^ 14
b2 ^2\ S~22 S-23 i^24 ÇL2
h ^32 ^33 ^34 0 3
b4_ i _^41 ^42 ^43 S-44_ i a 4
=1,2,3 (2.9)
The incident waves a; at ports 3 and 4, which are connected to the power diode detectors 
can be eliminated in terms of the their reflection coefficients, £ 3  and £4 . The incident 
wave at port 2 can be expressed in terms of £, which is actually the reflection coefficient 
of the device under test (DUT). Therefore, the expression in equation (2.9) becomes 
equation (2.10):
~Sn ^12 5.13 5 i4
b 2 §-2l ^22 523 524 L k i
h ^31 ^32 5 3 3 5 s4 [ 3 6 ^
_b4_ i _ l^4l &42 5 4 3 5 4 4  _ i ,^4^4
,i =1,2,3 (2.10)
By solving the equation (2.10) and re-arranging it, the results is equation (2.11):
-4, +
h ,  Ç;C + 1
;/=  1,2,3 (2.11)
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This equation is a version of the characteristic equation in terms of the complex system 
parameters of the DMR, which are a^, and ^ ,where:
a I  ^ { A l + r^ -A 2 )i  
= (521542 ” 522541 )/ 
A2,=(A3 + A4 + A5).
=541(533522 ” 523532 )( 
A4^ . = - 5 4 2 ( 5 3 3 5 2 1  ” 52353i)/ 
A5 / =543(521532 ” 522531%
— 1,2,3
and
where
and
A; “  ( 5 4 1  'l'C3 " ( 5 3 1 5 4 3  5 3 3 5 4 1 ))/ ~ 1)2,3
;/ = 1,2,3
Ç l,= (Ç 3  + r3 .Ç 4 ) .
Q^i = ( 5 2 1  5s2 ”  522 5 3 1 )/
Ç4; =(Ç5 + Ç6 + Ç7%
= 541 ( 5 2 4 5 3 2  ” 522534 )/ 
Q^i = ” 5 4 2 ( 5 2 4 5 3 1  ” 5215 3 4  ), 
ÇJ i = 5 4 4 ( 5 2 2 5 1 131 hL2l532 )/
;/ = 1,2,3
C 2 / -  (531 "^[4 "(534541 531544))/ —1,2,3
Therefore, the characteristic equation (2.11) will help to measure the complex voltages 
occurring at ports 3 and 4 of the dielectric multi state reflectometer. However, diode 
detectors will measure the power emerging at these ports, therefore the expression in
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equation (2.11) needs to be modified. By taking the square value of the magnitude of the 
complex values for b3 and b4, the characteristic equation of the DMR can be represented 
in terms of voltage squared as in equation (2.12) below. This is a well known 
characteristic equation for a four port reflectometer, which contains the voltage squared 
ratio on one side of the equation and the unknown reflection coefficients of the DUT on 
the other side. This expression is important when the system needs to be calibrated before 
the real measurements begin as it will discuss in the next chapter and it takes into account 
all possible complex parameters with their state dependency.
*4
2 aT-\-b
h i cT + l
2
;/=  1,2,3 (2.12)
The denominator can be considered to be completely state independent. The reason for 
this, is that the path from ports 1 and 3, the return loss parameters at any port, and the 
isolation of the couplers should provide a non-dependency for all parameters in the 
denominator. It is necessary to explain when these simplifications might not be applicable 
and what are their influences. When the denominator diverges from unity, which is due to 
the insufficient coupler isolation or a high return loss at the DMR port, this means the 
reflectometer becomes unstable and temperamental in terms of its calibration and 
measurement performance. Therefore, the assumptions being made on the basis that the 
denominator is nearly one, which means that it has little effects on the actual 
measurements, i.e. it is considered as a correction factor.
The characteristic equation (2.12) is used in most calibration methods. It assumes that the 
complex coefficient in the denominator is not dependent on the different states set by the 
phase shifter. That is based on the assumption that the variation is not large for the 
different states applied. If the variation is large for the different states applied then the 
characteristic equation for the system will not be valid any more. Depending on how large 
the variation of the power level is and how sensitive the calibration routine is for 
numerical perturbation, this can cause problems in carrying out the calibration of the 
system. It can also lead to a failure of the calibration, as finding the system parameters 
will be difficult.
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2.7 Conclusion
This chapter has described the configuration of the dielectric waveguide measurement 
system and its basic requirements. The advantages of using a dielectric waveguide 
particularly at high frequency, and the individual main and sub components of the system 
have been described.
Details of the operation of the dielectric phase shifter have been described and the 
analytic equations for the relationship between phase shift and of the distance of the phase 
shifter from the dielectric waveguide have been given. Practical measurement showing 
the phase change characteristic with respect to the distance from the dielectric waveguide 
has been illustrated.
The characteristic equations of the multistate reflectometer have been derived.
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3 Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer (DMR) 
Calibration
3.1 Introduction
Before any measurements can be earned out using the dielectric multistate reflectometer 
or any other measurement system, it has to be characterised or calibrated. Any system in 
general will have some errors; these errors prevent the measured data from being an 
accurate representation of the true value of the device under test (DUT). These system 
errors can be removed by calibrating the dielectric multi state reflectometer with known 
impedance standards.
A set of microwave standards that are defined physically and electrically are used to 
provide a reference for the physical interface between the DUT and the DMR. After the 
system has been calibrated using the impedance standards and the developed software of 
the DMR, measurements of the DUT can be made. Under ideal conditions, with perfectly 
known standards, all system eiTors would be completely characterised and removed. After 
finding the system parameters, which are known as the calibration constants, the 
measurements of the DUT can be carried out.
The accuracy to which these standards are known establishes how well the system enors 
can be characterised and removed. Less than perfect modelling of the calibration 
standards will result in unconected systematic enors, which are known as residual errors. 
The magnitude of the residual errors after calibration will prevent measured data being a 
true representation of the DUT.
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3.2 Calibration Consideration of the DMR
In recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to develop a suitable calibration 
routine for the reflectometer, or to calculate the calibration constants using different 
algorithms [30-50]. These calibration routines have to fulfil certain requirements to be 
useful in real measurements. The hardware of the DMR is relatively simple as was 
explained earlier, but it is quite involved to get the reflection coefficient determined from 
several scalar power measurements. Despite the numerical complexity, the calibration and 
measurement routines have to be fast in order to come up with the final data. This is even 
more important when a user cannot tolerate any delay in getting measurement results, as 
in the case of commercial test equipment. For fast measurements with the DMR, not only 
should the calibration routine needs be efficient, but also the computational unit has to 
have hardware to cope with these requirements. Generally, commercial products, which 
perform real time measurements, contain sophisticated computational units to speed up 
the numerical process. In the DMR calibration and measurements all the numerical 
computation will be earned out through mathematical routines built in to the controlling 
software.
Another requirement of the calibration routines is to use as few standards as possible. A 
larger number of calibration standards means more operator involvement in the 
calibration and more connections will be carried out. Therefore, the systematic enors 
occuning during the connection of the calibration standards can lead to greater enors in 
later measurements.
The calibration standards required to calibrate the DMR are simple. Calibration can be 
carried out either by using a waveguide variable short only where a minimum of four 
different offsets are required or by using a sliding short circuit with a calibrated matched 
load. In this case only three short offsets are required as a minimum. By moving the 
variable short, the phase of the reflected wave will be altered. This means that when the
A,sliding short is moved by a quarter wavelength , the short circuit would be acting like
0an open circuit, where the phase is shifted by 180 . And by moving the short by a distance
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A„ oof — , the phase of the reflected wave will be altered by 90 , which represents +j on the 8
Smith chart. Clearly for a movement o f   , the phase of the reflected wave will be8
altered by 270 or (-90 ).
3.3 System confîguration and measurements
A completely new software programme using the LabView programming language has 
been developed to control the whole of the measurement system and to enable one to 
catTy out the calibration of the DMR and measure unknown impedance in terms of 
magnitude and phase. The system is connected as illustrated earlier in Figure 2-4. Refer to 
Appendix A for full listing of the programmes,
The software provides a user-friendly environment, where the user can see clearly on the 
front panel control window the progress of the measurement. The phase shifter will go
othrough a complete cycle at each standard setting, achieving 48 steps with 7.5 for each 
step. While the digital multimeter (DMM) continuously takes data at each step of the 
phase shifter, the measured data is being displayed on a continuous basis in a graphical 
way and tabulated as well as shown earlier in Figure 2-11. The data is analysed instantly 
as well as being written to a spreadsheet file for further analysis if required. Appendix A 
provides further details of the programs that have been developed and their graphical 
representations.
By setting the backward oscillator (BWO) to give a 140 GHz continuous wave signal and 
by connecting directly a waveguide variable short at the DMR port 2 (the DUT port) and 
by running the program, the phase shift will run a complete cycle. Figure 3-1 below 
illustrates these results.
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Figure 3-1: Measurement of the waveguide short at offset of 0*Xg at 140 GHz
The output power ratio of the detectors is directly proportional to the voltage reflection 
coefficient of the device under test and the spacer phase combination. This relation can be 
derived from the principle equation (2.13) as mentioned earlier in section (2.5).
Therefore, equation (2.13) can be rearranged as in equation (3.1) below.
2
b . 2 /h /
/ r +1
g r + i ; /= 1,2,3 (3.1)
6F + 1
g r + i ; /= 1,2,3 (3.2)
Now if:
b= , r  = r e ‘^  ^and g = g e ‘^ ^
then equation (3.2) becomes
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and hence
A4 = Ui + 1
A42 ' 1 + {bVf -h 26Fcos(^  ^+^ p)^
A3i j+(gr)^+2grcos(i9g +<9p)^ ;i=  1,2,3
(3.3)
(3.4)
The numerator is dominant because the denominator represents interactions between the 
device under test and the residual voltage reflection coefficient at the measurement port. 
From previous analysis [1], the denominator can be approximated to unity; therefore 
equation (3.4) can be written as:
= ( 1 + {bTŸ  + 2bTcos(<9  ^+ )). ; i = 1,2,3 (3.5)
Therefore, one can see that the power ratio is directly proportional to the cosine of the
0 0phase 6 ^k , where the phase varies between -180 to 180 as illustrated in Figure 3-1.
From a theoretical point view, by varying the sliding short’s position it will act as an 
offset short. This means that the measurement should be repeatable every half a
owavelength, completely out of phase every quarter wavelength and 90 phase shifted 
Àevery — . A complete set of results were taken over a whole of wavelength. Figure 3-2 8
illustrate these results.
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Short circuit device at 140 GHz,  Different wavelength offsets
A.g/8
Xg/4
3Xg/8
 Xg/2
0.8Q.
 5Xg/8
0.6
3Xg/4
0.4
7Xg/80.2
0.0 9 100 200 300
N u m b e r  of  p h a s e  sh i f t s  for a c o m p l e t e  c y c l e  a n d  c o m p l e t e  A,g
400
Figure 3-2: Measurements of a variable short at 140 GHz over a full wavelength
It is clear from the results in Figure 3-2 that, the measurement system is behaving as 
predicted by the theory. The measurements results are repeated every , and
À  o  Àcompletely opposite in phase every and 90 phase shifted every Figures (3-3 to 
3-4) also confirm this.
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S h o r t  c i r cui t  d e v i c e  at  140 G H z  r e p e a t e d  e v e r y  Xg/ 2
0.8 — Xg/2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
- 0.2 10 20 30 40
N u m b e r  of phase  shifts for a com ple te  cycle
50
Figure 3-3: Measurements of a Short circuit device at 140 GHz repeatable every
It is completely out of phase every - ^ a s  illustrated below:-
S h o r t  c i r cu i t  de v i ce  at I 40  G H z  r ep e a t ed  w ith Xg/ 4
I
3 o  Q.
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.0
0.8 -  Xg/4
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0 0 10 20 30 40 50
Num ber of phase shifts for a com pie te cycle
Figure 3-4: Measurement at 140 GHz with Xg/4 offset (Open & Short)
When the waveguide matched load was connected to the DUT port, the reflection 
coefficient would be expected to be zero and the power ratio magnitude would be
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constant over the whole of a phase shift cycle. The practical measurement at 140 GHz 
shows that the average matched load power ratio magnitude is 0.3037 and fairly constant 
over the whole cycle of phase shift. Figure 3-5 illustrates the results of a matched load 
and compares it with a short circuit. This data was used to calculate the system calibration 
constants as will be demonstrated in section 3.6.
S h or t  c i r cu i t  d e v i c e  at 140 G H z  and m a t c h  L o a d
r«0.2
0.0 0 10 20 30 40 50
N um ber  of phase shifts for a comple te cycle
Figure 3-5: Measurements at 140 GHz for a Short Circuit & a Matched Load
3.4 Measurement Consistency Over Frequency
The system stability over the whole of the waveguide band 110 GHz up to 170 GHz was 
tested and analysed. The stability of the system is tested by taking number of readings at 
different frequencies for the same setting of the device under test, which is in this case a 
waveguide short. The measurements were carried out between llOGHz to 170 GHz with 
10 GHz steps at a position of OxÀg, i.e. zero short offset. Table 3-1 summaries the 
average output power ratio for these measurements and Figure 3-6 illustrates the results 
for these measurements.
Frequency(GHZ) 110 120 130 140 150 160 170
Power Ratio 0.366 0.369 0.367 0.371 0.377 0.382 0.380
Tahle 3-1: Average output ratio power over whole frequency band
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S h o r t  c i r c u i t  de v i c e  r e p e a t e d  o v e r  t he  m e a s u r e d  o v e r  t he  wh o i e  f r e q u e n c y  b a n d
2.0
^  0.8  
0.6O 0.4
0.2
0.0 0 10 20 30 40 50
-•—120 OH* 
-  130 OH* 
14 0 OH*
•  ISO OH*
* ISO OH* 
17 0 Q Hz
N u m b e r  o f  p h a s e  s h i f t s  f o r  a c o m p l e t e  c y c l e
Figure 3-6: Measurements of a short circuit device over the frequency band of (110-170) GHz
The matched load was connected as the DUT and the detectors’ power ratio outputs were 
recorded at the bottom, middle and top end of the frequency band i.e. 110 GHz, 140 GHz 
and 170 GHz. Figure 3-7 illustrates these results.
M a tcb L o a d  m e a s u r e d  a t  ( 110,  140 a nd  1 70 ) G Hz
0.8
0.6O«tr
% 0.4 oQ.3Q.so 0 .2
0.0 0 10 20 30 40 50
■ -  110 O H :
N u m b e r  o f  p h a s e  s h i f t s  fo r a co  m pie  te  c y c l e
Figure 3-7: Measurements of a match load at (110,140 & 170) GHz
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It is clear that changing the frequency has little effect on the phase shifter in both aspects 
of the output power ratio and the phase. The average standard deviation {Stedev) output 
power ratio is calculated using:
Stedev(x) = n{n-i) (3.6)
Where jc is the average power output and n is the number of measurement.
The Stedev(x) is calculated to be 0.64% and the maximum phase standard deviation is
±10.8 • These calculations will be taken into consideration when the system error and 
measurement uncertainty are calculated, and hence will be taken into account in any 
measurements.
3.5 Repeatability
The repeatability of the DMR including the phase shifter was tested at the middle of the 
operating waveguide band, 140 GHz. By repeating the same measurement many times 
while both the system settings and the frequency remained unchanged. Figure 3-8 
illustrates the repeatability for 10 measurement results.
R e a p e a t a b i l t y  m e a u r e m e n t s  f o r  a s h o r t  d e v i c e  a t  140 G H z
2.0 —■— 1 »t
3 r d
▼ — 4 th
5 t h
I 7 t hO 8 t h0 . 5 * - 9 t h
- • — 1 0 t h
2 0  300.0 4 0 SO0 10
N u m b e r  o f  p h a s e  s h i f t s  f o r  a c o m p l e t e  c y c l e
Figure 3-8: The repeatability of measurements at 140 GHz
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The standard deviation of the average output power ratio for the repeatability 
measurements was calculated to be 3.46% and the maximum phase standard deviation
was calculated to be ±14.1°. This will contribute to, and be used later in the calculations 
of, the overall system uncertainty. It will be used to correct the actual measurements.
There are other factors, which affect both the stability and repeatability of the phase 
shifter, such as the stepper motor itself and the mechanical vibrations of the waveguide 
inside the DMR. The stepper motor positional accuracy is typically 5-10% [54]. The 
standard deviation in both stability and repeatability both fall within this specification.
3.6 Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer Calibration
Any test equipment will have measurements enor as only perfect ones will have no error, 
even though imperfections exist in the finest test equipment and will cause less than ideal 
measurement results or errors. These errors can be removed or characterised by 
performing a measurement calibration step before the actual unknown device can be 
measured.
The main requirements of the calibration procedure of the dielectric multi state 
reflectometer are the simplicity, stability, repeatability and efficiency. The last one can 
experienced during the calibration that the routines fails to give a reasonable system 
parameters as it might happened when the dominator in equation (2.13) differs very much 
from unity. This can happen due to a large or fatal enor during the calibration
3.6.1 Calibration Constants
Different calibration algorithms can be different in their numerical stability with regard to 
perturbation of the power ratios used for calibration. The main criterion for the calibration 
routine is numerical robustness, which has been tested extensively. In addition, the use of 
a minimum number of standards, as fewer calibration standards can result in less errors. 
During calibration, with the algorithms applied as in the following sections, the system 
calibration constants can be determined which will enable the user to carry out the 
measurements of the DUT.
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The dielectric multistate reflectometer has physically four ports, and it requires three 
different states of phase shifting or three different settings to calculate the magnitude and 
the phase of the device under test. For each setting of the phase shifter the network inside 
the reflectometer changes its characteristics. For greater accuracy of finding the 
calibration constants of the system, it is recommended to chose three points which are
o o o  o120 apart i.e. 0 , 120 , 240 , or any other three points can be chosen with reasonable 
phase shift between them as shown in Figure 3-9.
S e l e c t i n g  c a l i b r a t i o n  p o i n t s  f r o m  s h o r t  c i r c u i t  d e v i c e  
m e a s u r e m e n t  a t  1 4 0  G H z
»ocu
3B-O
1 .8
1.6 2 n d  P o i n t  “
1 .4
1 .2
1 .0
0 . 8
0. 6
0. 4
0.2
0.0 0 10 3020 40 50
N u m  h e r  o f  p h a s e  s h i f t s  f o r a  c o n n p l e t e  c y c l e
Figure 3-9: Measurements of a short circuit with zero offset at 140 GHz
Most methods presented so far have considered the six-port reflectometer calibration and 
the method of six-port to four-port reduction. It has been stated earlier that the voltage 
ratio in the multistate reflectometer can be represented as:
^4
2
o T  +  b
^3 i c F  +  \
;f= 1,2,3 (3J)
where, a, b and C are the characteristic parameters of the multi state reflectometer.
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A number of analyses have proved that finding the full terms of the characteristic 
parameters will require a minimum of seven calibration standards [22,39,41,44]. This will 
make the calibration process lengthy and vulnerable to operator and connection errors.
It has also been shown that for a stable reflectometer the dominator in equation (3.7) will 
not differ much from unity and the characteristic parameter C is considered as a correction 
factor and it is very small. Therefore, it will have very little effect on the overall 
behaviour of the multi state reflectometer and hence can be neglected. By doing that, it 
will make the calibration process of the multistate reflectometer a lot simpler as the 
number of calibration standards can be reduced to four as will be shown in the following 
analysis.
/
By considering neglecting c, equation (3.7) can be written as:
2
h (3.8)
By taking a  out, equation (3.8) can be arranged as follows:-
^4 =  \a \ i r + ib ~ 1,2,3 (3.9)
h .
h
= e , | / r  + l|  ^ •-‘■ = 1-2,3 (3.10)
Where
and
= /R e ,  + # l m ,
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In this method two calibration standards are required, a matched load and a sliding short 
circuit, where the sliding short circuit can be used as an offset short as well. The offset ^  
nÀ— — ;M=mteger
When the matched load connected at the DUT port 2, the reflection coefficient F = 0, and 
equation (3.10) will become:-
— 6^  — P \ i  —1,2,3 (3.11)
When the short circuit device is connected to the DUT port 2, the reflection coefficient F 
= -1, therefore (3.10) will become:-
(3.12)
and then
k  = ^ 4 ( 1  + A e ' + /im' - 2 / r . I  ;«■ = 1,2,3 C3 13)
And when the offset of the variable short is set by it presents an open circuit device 
where the reflection coefficient F = 1, therefore equation (3.10) can be written as:
b.
A3 4 (l + / R e , )  + 7/i™, =Po, 1.2,3
(3.14)
and then
k  = ^ 4 ( 1  + A /  + /im ' + 2/Re I  = 1,2,3 (3.15)
By solving (3.10), (3.13) and (3.15), the system calibration constants can be found:
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«I = Pl
,  _ Pq, Ps,
/ R c,- r»
f Im,
^ 1 6 P ^ P o , - ( 4 P ^  + P o , - P s , y
4P,4
;; = 1,2,3 (3.16)
where,
Pq, The power ratio when a short circuit offset by A,g/4 is connected at the DUT port.
The power ratio when a short circuit with no offset i.e. (Àg = 0) is connected at the 
DUT port.
P^ The power ratio when a matched load is connected at the DUT port.
There are two possible solutions for /j,„., the coirect one can be found by taking one 
more measurement by connecting the variable short circuit at the DUT port with a known
A,value of offset such as — , where the reflection coefficient T  = +j. By substituting the8
measured power ratio, g ,, , and both values of into equation (3.9), one answer
will fulfil the measurement results and the other value will be rejected.
3.6.2 Practical Measurements
By taking three different states as mentioned earlier from each measurements, where there 
is enough phase shift between these points, such as states number 2, 5 and 8 of the phase 
shifter as illustrated earlier if Figure 3-9. The three different phase shift is ideal separated
by 120°.
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By taking the calibration results from the middle of the operating frequency band, 
140GHz, the voltage ratios and the calibration constants are tabulated in Table 3-2:
Position
0.002 1.380 0.370 0.549 0.370 0.931 0.026
1.442 0.231 0.325 1.330 0.325 0.861 0.587
1.271 0.121 0.334 0.290 0.3334 -0.932 0.840
Table 3-2: Calibration constants of the DMR calculated at 140GHz
Therefore, the three complex constant vectors basically are:
f_atO^ =0.931 + 0.026; 
/a r  120^  =-0.861 + 0.587; 
/a r  240  ^=-0.932-0.840;
As mentioned earlier, the principle of solving the multi state reflectometer characteristic 
equation depends on using three different calibration standards. Once the calibration 
constants are found, then it will be easy to measure the impedance of the DUT.
The reflection coefficient T_ = Te^^, where F is the magnitude and ^ is the phase of the 
reflection coefficient. This can be represented as T = x + y j ,  by substituting this in 
equation (3.10), then 
, 2
= P d ,= e i \ ( f R s + j f i n , ) i x + j y )  + l\  ^ ;i = 1,2,3 (3.17)
- 3  i
Where is the measured voltage squared ration when an unknown device connected at 
the DUT port. Therefore, equation (3.17) can be solved as:
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( / R e ,  +  /im , +  ( /R e ,  +  /im , Re, “  + 1 )
But |/ |^  = / rc,^ + /im .^, and so equation (3.18) can be written as
(3.18)
di / I .  (x^ + y^)  + 2 x fRg. - + 1 C119)
Hence, as there are three different positions, then equation (3.19) can be written for the 
three different states.
\ £  2/Re, - 2 / l
\ f \ l  2 /r ,^  - 2 / |
Ids 2/Re3 -2/„
m,
Im2
m3
\ x ^  + y^)
X
y
-1
y
% -1
. ^ 2 y
\
— 1
U s y
(3.20)
Therefore, from equation (3.20) the reflection coefficient F in terms of both magnitude 
and phase can be calculated. This principle has been applied to different measurement 
data and the results are tabulated in Table 3-3 and illustrated in Figure 3-lO.(Smith chart 
plots)
DUT Offset ( r  ) Complex 
Notation
( r  ) Magnitude 
& Phase
Ideal
Value
Magnitude. 
% Error
Phase Error 
(Degrees)
Short 0 Xg -1+Oj -1<180'^ -1<180'" 0 0
Short V 8 -0.0883+0.9878j 0.9917 Z 95. r + ) < # 0.83 5.6
Short Àg/4 1 + Oj 1<0" 1<0'' 0 0
Short 3Xg/8 0.1646-0.9794j 0.9932<-80.5” -j<-90'' 0.68 10.6
Short Xg/2 -0.9947+0.0444j 0.9957<177.5" -1<180" 0.43 1.4
Short 5Xg/8 -0.0999+0.9894] 0.9944<95.8" +]<90" 0.56 6.4
Short 3Xg/4 0.9936+0.0019] 0.9936<0.lF 1<0^ 0.64 0.06
Short 7Àg/8 0.0459-0.989] 0.9901<-87.3" -]<-90" 1.0 3.0
Short -0.9949-0.007] 0.9949<-179.6” -1<180" 0.51 0.20
Matched
Load
N/A 0 + 0] 0<0" 0<0'' 0 0
Table 3-3: Measurement data measured with DMR at 140GHz
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Figure 3-10; Measurement data analysed at 140GHz
Therefore, from these results it can be seen that the calculated measured results agree with 
the expected values. The difference can be due to the following reasons:
• The accuracy of the sliding short micrometer vernier, as it is manually adjusted.
• The mechanical tolerance of the phase shifter.
• The accuracy of the voltage ratio measurements of the digital multimeter.
• The approximation of assuming the dominator to be unity.
One can see that with this approximation method reasonable measurement results can be 
achieved, while the calibration process has been made easier and the computation of the 
results is faster, as fewer calibration standards are used to characterise the multi state 
reflectometer system.
3.7 Conclusion
The chapter described the dielectric multistate reflectometer calibration process, which 
enable the calculation of the system parameters. The stability and repeatability of the 
phase shifter has been measured. Practical results have been measured and the 
measurements errors have been calculated for various loads.
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Chapter 4
4 Multi-Probe Reflectometer System
4.1 Introduction
A similar approach to that described in chapters 2 and 3 has been used at the University of 
Surrey as a continuation of the previous work earned out at the University of Kent, but 
with the aim of realising a simpler low cost design. A simple low cost automated 
microwave measurement system has been developed. The system is a microstrip multi­
probe reflectometer constructed using normal surface mount discrete components. The 
impedance of an unknown load can be measured fully automated in terms of magnitude 
and phase by reading the output of the power detectors. The prototype system is designed 
to operate in the frequency range of 1 GHz up to 6 GHz, while the possibility of a higher 
frequency system has been investigated.
The multi-probe reflectometer has been investigated and used by a number of researchers 
for some years [55-71]. Most of the researchers approached the slotted line method and 
the multi port reflectometer as a replacement to the conventional network analysers. 
These methods have their own disadvantages such as the need to use power meters and 
directional couplers, which are rather expensive, bulky and complicated. However, the 
idea of designing and developing a reliable, low cost and practical impedance 
characterisation device is still quite a challenge.
The microstrip multi-probe reflectometer described in this thesis offers some solutions to 
these problems. It is simply a microstrip line with a few surface mount components in a 
space of not more than 40mm by 20mm.
i
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The simplicity of the hardware makes it easy to deploy it and perform impedance 
measurement in tight spaces, which offers a solution for many desirable measurements.
The system has been fully automated and is presented in a user friendly way just as it is in 
a commercial network analyser. It enables the user to specify the test frequencies and 
power levels in a very convenient way. Lab View programmes have been developed to 
operate and control the measurement system in a Windows-based environment. Full 
programme listings are given in Appendix B,
4.2 Transmission Line Theory
The principle of the multi-probe reflectometer is based on transmission line theory, where 
the line is considered as a distributed parameter network, where voltages and currents can 
vary in magnitude and phase over the transmission line length. Before going into detail 
describing the design of the multi-probe reflectometer, it is useful to review briefly the 
properties of a wave propagating on a transmission line and the cases of the transmission 
line being matched, mismatched, lossless and lossy.
The transmission line in general is often represented by an equivalent circuit containing 
distributed impedance [1,72-75]. By considering a length of uniform two-conductor line 
connected between a source and a load, it can be seen for any short length of the line that 
there will be energy storage, as magnetic and electrostatic energy, and energy dissipation 
occurs both in conductors and in the dielectric. A transmission line can be modelled as a 
lumped element circuit as shown in Figure 4-1.
I + S zi ( z .  t) R S z
0 0 0 0
G S zv ( z ,  t) V + S z
Figure 4-1; Equivalent circuit of a lossy line.
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where
R = Series resistance per unit length, O/m.
L = Series inductance per unit length, H/m.
G = Shunt conductance per unit length. S/m.
C = Shunt capacitance per unit length, F/m.
By assuming that Ôz —> 0, the symmetry automatically appears so that the voltage and 
current can be described in terms of z and t. Expressing the changes in voltage and cuiTent 
can be done by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage and cunent laws resulting in:
v - | v  + & -^ l=  Ri-vL^\ôz
I — i + Sz didz
Therefore, by aiTanging (4.1) and (4.2):
dv_  /  
dz
dt
dt
(4.1)
012)
(43)
di
dz dt (4.4)
These equations are the time-domain form of a transmission line and often known as the 
Telegrapher’s equations. For a sinusoidal steady-state condition, with cosine-based 
phasors, equations (4.3) and (4.4) can be simplified to:
= + jo)L)l(z)dz
= + jcoCy/{z)dz
Differentiating equation (4.5) and substituting (4.6) results in:
0L5)
016)
d'^z
y 2 y 0L 7)
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where y is the complex propagation constant and can be expressed as:
Y = ;û^L)(G + jcoC)=a  + (4.8)
a  is the attenuation constant and P is the phase constant. As there are two waves 
travelling on the transmission line, the incident and the reflected wave, which are opposite 
in direction, equation (4.7) can be solved as:
V(z) = V *e-^+ V ;e*^  (4.9)
and in a similar manner
7(z) = / > - ’*+ /;e> " (4.10)
Where e~^ represents wave propagation in the +z direction, and represents wave 
propagation in the -z  direction. Therefore, substituting (4.5) into (4.9) gives:-
/ ( z ) -v ;e^ )  (4.11)
If, -----  = — , then Zn , which is the characteristic impedance on theR +  jCOL Zq ^ G  + jo)C
transmission line, in Q.
Therefore, —^  = ■^ o = —^  •
i :
A wave travelling from a source down a transmission line will have a phase velocity Vp, 
where the phase velocity is the velocity of a point of constant phase on the waveform. 
Since the wave takes a finite time to anive, it is delayed in phase as it travels along the 
transmission line. The amount of phase delay can be represented as 2ix radians per 
wavelength, Xg.
Therefore, the phase delay per meter is known as the phase constant P and can be 
represented as:
J3- ^  and the phase velocity Vp = ^  = À g f  .
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4.2.1 Lossless Line
The above solution is a general one for the transmission line as the loss effects are 
included, and the propagation constant as well as the characteristic impedance are 
complex. In many practical cases, the loss of the transmission line is very small and can 
be neglected. This results in a simplification of the previous terms. If the line is lossless 
then /? = G = 0 . Then, the propagation constant y can be expressed in terms of the 
attenuation constant a  and the phase constant P:
y  = a-\- = jcD-yJTc
or P  = 0)4 LC  (4.12)
when a  is the attenuation constant = 0. Then the characteristic impedance Zq will be a real 
number and represented as:
^ 0 “ “^  (4.13)
The general solution for the voltages and currents on a lossless transmission line can be 
expressed as:
y (z )  = (4.14)
Zn Zr= (4.15)^0
The wavelength is:
and the phase velocity is
v„ = ^  = - ^  (4.17)
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4.2.2 Termination of Lossless and Lossy Transmission Lines
If a transmission line is terminated by an arbitrary load of impedance Zl, as illustrated in 
Figure 4-2, where the line characteristic impedance is not equal to the load impedance, 
part of the wave travelling a long the transmission line gets reflected back along the 
transmission line.
Figure 4-2: Transmission line terminated by load impedance Zl.
By taking the first case where the transmission line is lossless, where the attenuation 
constant, a  = 0 , the incident wave generated from the source at z < 0  will be and
the reflected wave from the terminated load will be V~e^ ^ . As the line is terminated by
an arbitrary load Zl, then Z^  ^96 and the ratio of the voltage to the current at the load
must be Zl. The reflected wave must be excited with appropriate amplitude and phase to 
satisfy this condition.
Therefore, the total voltage and cunent on the transmission line as expressed earlier in 
equations (4.14) and (4.15), which is the sum of the incident and reflected waves and the 
total voltage and current at the load can be related by the load impedance, so at z = 0 , it 
results in:
0L18). ^ v _ m  \ v : + v ^  m
Then,
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y; (4.19)
The voltage reflection coefficient, F, is the amplitude of the reflected voltage wave 
noiTnalised to the amplitude of the incident voltage wave and can be expressed as:
r - y ; ^ Z z .-Z o ^
o  V
(4.20)
Therefore, the total voltage and current waves on the transmission line expressed earlier 
in (4.14) and (4.15) can be written as:
y(z)=y„'"k'''^+re''^J
Zn
04.21)
(4.22)
Now in the second case where the transmission line is lossy, the attenuation constant a  
0, i.e. there is some energy losses occur to the wave travelling a long the transmission 
line. In this case equations (4.21) and (4.22) can be re-written as:
V{z)  = V*\e~-'^ + V e j ^ \  
Zn
04.23)
(4.24)
As / = -z , therefore equation (4.23) can be expressed in more general form as:
where:
k ; the incident voltage from a source on the line
04.25)
F — |F|e-'^ Unknown load reflection coefficient.
Y
f=-z
0
Propagation constant.
Positive distance measured from the load at z=0 
phase of the reflection coefficient
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Therefore, in more general form, equation (4.25) can be re-written as:
|V(z)| = \Vo\e^ ||l + 
or it can be expressed for the special case of a lossless line where, a  = 0, as:
04.26)
V iz)  = y /  [l + J (4.27)
4.2.3 Standing Wave on a Transmission Line
From (4.26), it has been shown that the wave on a transmission line consists of a 
superposition of an incident and reflected waves. When both of these waves are present 
on the line, it will result in a standing wave. Since the incident and the reflected waves 
travel in the opposite direction there will be a change in phase in the opposite direction, so 
there will be some points where the waves are in phase and at some other points on the 
transmission line they will be out of phase. Since all waves change phase by 2ti radians 
per wavelength then the maxima are separated by half a wavelength., i.e. the forward
o owave delayed by 180 whilst the reverse wave is advanced by 180 .
When the incident and the reflected waves are in phase their voltages will add, and this 
results in a maximum amplitude. When the opposite happens, i.e. when the two waves are 
out of phase, there will be a minimum amplitude. Figure 4-3 illustrates this for a reflected 
signal on a lossless transmission line terminated by a mismatched load.
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V
V p
V ( i - D
À/2
Figure 4-3: Standing wave on Transmission line.
It is clear that the maximum value of the standing wave on a transmission line occurs 
when the phase term in equation (4.27) above, =1, and is given by:
V^max=C(l + |r |)  (4.28)
The minimum value occurs when the phase term = -1 , and is given by:
V „ m = C ( l - |r | )  (4.29)
Therefore, as the magnitude of the reflection coefficient |r| increases, the ratio of Vmax to
Vmin increases, so that when F is present, the line is said to be mismatched and the
measure of this mismatch is known as the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR), which
can be defined as:
V 1 + rVSWR = i - r (4.30)
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or
r  = (4.31)
The VSWR is real number such that 1 < VSWR < oo. In the case of VSWR = 1 it implies 
that the transmission line is matched, i.e. there is no reflected wave from the termination.
If a short circuit device is connected at the end of the transmission line there will be total 
reflection of the incident wave, i.e. the reflection coefficient |r| = I . This means that the
voltage falls to zero at the minima as shown in Figure 4-4 for a standing wave on a 
lossless transmission line.
§
D i s t a n c e  f r o m l o a d
Figure 4-4: Standing-wave pattern for complete reflection on a lossless line.
These standing-wave patterns will change and become more complicated if the 
transmission line is lossy. If the attenuation constant a  is not small enough, the reflection 
coefficient F will decay away, where the reflections will be attenuated to a negligible 
level by the time the source has been reached. Therefore, the standing-wave patterns 
shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are valid only for a lossless transmission line or if the 
attenuation in one wavelength is negligible.
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4.2.4 Line Match and Mismatch
It has been considered so far that the line matching and mismatching occuiTed only from 
the load connected as the DUT at the end of the transmission line. The generator signal 
source has been assumed matched to the line. But, in general, both the generator and the 
load may present a mismatched impedance to the transmission line.
If one end of a transmission line is connected to a source generator with impedance Zg 
and the other end is connected to a load impedance Z ,^ and the transmission line is 
assumed to be lossless for the time being with length / and characteristic impedance Zo, 
then, as the generator and the load are mismatched to the transmission line, multiple 
reflections can occur to the wave on the transmission line as shown in Figure 4-5.
■O
V l
O
Figure 4-5: Transmission line load and generator connected
Z/„ is the input impedance looking into the terminated transmission line from the 
generator end. The reflection coefficient at a point I on the line can be expressed as:
]"(f) reflected voltageincident voltage ' Ï Ü - r , .
— r*
I
(4.32)
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The input impedance Z/„ is :
^in ~ ^ 0 (4.33)
z  — zBut, as r , =—----- - ,  then, Z,„ can be derived as:
+^0
^in ~ ^0  ^Zl  +  JZq tan/%  ^Zq + jZi tan fi 0L34)
The voltage on the transmission line can be written as:
V(l) = v;{e^  ^+rie-^ )^=Vg Z:. 0L35)
Therefore,
e ^^+ T ,e 0L36)
But as the reflection coefficient seen looking into the generator T is:
r
* Z « + Z o
(4.37)
Then, the incident voltage can be written as:
\r
v Z o + Z * 7
(4.38)
This is valid in the case when the generator is not matched to the load impedance Z .^ 
When the generator is matched to the load impedance Zl, then the input impedance 
Z,,j = Zg. Therefore the overall reflection, T is:
r = 5 ü Z . 5 .  = o
In the case where the generator is matched to the line while the load impedance is 
mismatched to the line, the cases discussed earlier in section 4.2.2 above will apply.
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4.3 One-Port Microstrip Measurement System
The one-port measurement system is multi-probe reflectometer system capable of 
measuring the unknown impedance of a DUT in terms of magnitude and phase. The 
multi-probe reflectometer system has been designed to be low cost and simple to operate. 
It consists of nothing more than a microstrip line with a number of square law detectors 
mounted onto it, to measure the standing wave voltages at certain places, a signal source, 
an Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC) unit and a normal PC. Figure 4-6 shows the 
block diagram of the measurement system.
G PIB
R F O u t p u t
D e t e c t o r s  O u t p u t
S i g n a l  
G e n e r a t e  r
M i c r o s t r i p  
M u i t i -p r o b e  
R e f i e c t o m  e t e r
D a t a  A c q  u l s t i o  n 
Un i t
P  0
Figure 4-6: One-port measurement system
The signal generator can be any standard signal generator, which covers the required 
frequency range, (Agilent 83623B or E4433B is used here). The data acquisition unit is 
capable of converting a low amplitude analogue voltage into a digital readout, (Agilent 
34970A with HP34901A was used in this system).
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4.3.1 Multi-probe Reflectometer
As mentioned earlier the multi-probe reflectometer consists of a microstrip line with a 
few low cost surface mount components. The standing-wave voltages are sampled along 
the transmission line at certain positions with known intervals. Figure 4-7 shows the 
block diagram of the multi-probe reflectometer and Figure 4-8 is a photograph of the 
actual one-port multi-probe reflectometer. Figure 4-9 shows the circuit diagram.
Voltage
Detection
Probe
Voltage
Detection
Probe
Voltage
Detection
Probe
► MIcrostrIp Line
DUTSignalGenerator
Figure 4-7: Microstrip multi-probe reflectometer block diagram
Figure 4-8: Actual one-port reflectometer
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■CD--'
Figure 4-9: One port reflectometer circuit diagram
4.3.2 Microstrip Lines
The microstrip transmission line is one of the most popular types used to propagate 
microwave frequencies due to the relatively easy fabrication by photolithographic 
processing and the easy integration with active and passive microwave devices. A typical 
geometry of a microstrip line is shown in Figure 4-10:
Top C onductor
/  Dielectric 
%  S ubstra te
Ground plane
Figure 4-10: Microstrip line
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W is the width of the conductor printed on top of the grounded dielectric substrate with 
thickness h and relative permittivity constant .
Since the waves travelling down the microstrip line move partly in the dielectric substrate 
and partly in the air above the substrate, the wave velocity is in the range:
I—  <Vp < C 04 39)
Where C is the speed of light in vacuum. Thus, the waves travel faster than a plane wave 
in the dielectric substrate but slower than a plane wave in air. This is usually described by 
an effective dielectric constant, , which is given by:
C (4.40)
Therefore,
can be given approximately by [72]:
= +I 2 j I 2 J 1 + 1 2hW
01.41)
The characteristic impedance a microstrip line can be calculated [72]:
60 In
eff Lw  4/i>
120;r
eff + 1.393+ 0.667 In(W
\+ 1.444 h j
f o r W / h < \  
fo r W  l h > \ (4.42)
The attenuation in the microstrip line can be taken care of by perfoiming basic 
calibration, as will be explained later. The microstrip line used in the multi-probe 
reflectometer was carefully modelled to take care of the periodic loading and to maintain 
a characteristic impedance of 50^2.
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The substrate material used in the system is FR4 with substrate thickness h = 1.6mm and 
dielectric permittivity constant = 4.55. The line width W was calculated and rounded
to be 3mm and the wavelength calculated by to be 162mm at IGHz by using equation
(4.43) below:
-  I—  (4.43)
4.3.3 Probe Spacing
The electrical spacing of the detection probes needs to be known for the calibration 
calculations. If the spacing between each pair of adjacent detection probes is made equal 
the process of calibration will be easier as fewer calibration standards will be required. 
This will be explained later.
As the maxima and minima of the standing wave are repeatable every , the detection
probes should not be separated by n .~^  over the whole operating frequency bandwidth,
where n is an integer. The signal propagating on the transmission line will have phase 
delay in both forward and backward direction, so it is important for the detection probes 
spacing I which is the electrical delay for the round trip of a propagating wave on the 
microstrip line, to satisfy the condition of:
0 < l < -4^
On this basis, the spacing of the detection probes was calculated to be 5.1mm. The phase 
constant p has been expressed as:
Therefore, as the signal propagates in a round trip, there will be a phase delay constant of 
i p  and, hence, the maximum phase change that can take place between two adjacent 
probes will be:
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AjrAO/ = 2pi = — I for i=l,2 (4.44)
where I is the distance between two adjacent probes with minimum value zero and 
A,maximum value Then, from (4.44), the phase change between two adjacent probes 
will satisfy the condition:
0 < A O / < ; t for 1=1,2 (4.45)
Therefore, working within these guides the operating bandwidth of the one port 
microstrip reflectometer implemented will be in the frequency range from IGHz up to 5.5 
GHz.
4.3.4 Coupling and Matching
The detection probes detect the standing-wave voltages on the microstrip line. These 
probes should be aiTanged in a way such that they should not disturb, or to have as little 
effect as possible, on the impedance of the microstrip line, which in turn should be 
carefully kept as close as possible to 500. Different methods have been used to couple 
the probes to the main transmission line, such as coupled line, loosely coupled or coupled 
by using some external components, depending on the operating frequency.
The coupled line and loosely coupled detectors can be used for high operating frequency 
systems. But as the operating frequency of the system is between IGHz and 5.5GHz, it 
was found that the best way to couple the detectors to the main line was through a series 
combination of resistor and capacitor. The resistance of the resistor will be relatively 
high compared to the impedance of the main line, while the reactance of the capacitor will 
be small and is used to block any DC component going into the diodes.
Figure 4-11 illustrates the attenuation with respect to the coupling resistance at the centre 
frequency of 2.75 GHz for the middle probe.
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A t t e n u a t i o n  v s  C o u p l i n g  R e s i s t a n c e
IIa
<
-2 0
-2 5
-3 0
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-4 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
R  e si  s t u n c  e (SJ )
Figure 4-11: Attenuation vs Coupling Resistance
The amount of coupling needs to be a trade off between minimising the periodic loading 
of the main line whilst maintaining a sufficient signal into the detector diodes. One can 
see that for a 2k^2 resistor the amount of attenuation is approximately 18dB, which 
corresponds to 1.5% of the power propagating on the microstrip line being presented at 
each of the diode detectors.
In a perfect well matched and lossless transmission line, the three coupling coefficients 
should be the same, but in practice as the microstrip line has some attenuation and the 
detector probes mounted onto it have a loading effect, the three couplings will be 
different. Figure 4-12 shows the coupling coefficients for the three probes with 2ki2 
resistor connected in series with a 22pF capacitor and a shunt resistor of 470^2.
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C oupling coefficient o f the 3 probes
CD
II — VI Coupled. . .  tv  1_Coup •d .V 2 Coupled a re  behin i V3 Coupled] * V2 Coupledr— V3 Coulped
-20
-22
-24
1 2 3 4 5 6
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 4-12: Coupling Coefficients of 3 Probes with 2kO connected
One can see that the coupling is nearly the same for all probes, which shows that the 
losses in the line are small, and that the microstrip reflectometer is reciprocal. 0.5% to 
2.8% of the signal goes through to the diode detectors.
As mentioned earlier, the microstrip line is not lossless and hence there is some 
attenuation of the signal propagating along the line. The attenuation of the microstrip 
reflectometer was simulated and practically measured. Figure 4-13 shows these results.
M u l t i - P r o b e  R e f l e c t o m e t e r  I n s e r t i o n  L o s s
- 0 . 3
Figure 4-13: Microstrip Reflectometer Insertion Loss
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The multi-probe microstrip line was designed to be reciprocal and matched. The line 
return loss was simulated over the whole frequency bandwidth and later measured by 
using the HP8510C network analyser. Figure 4-14 shows these measurements.
R e t u r n  loss S i m u l a t e d  vs M e a s u r e d
-2 0
ST -25
-30
-40
-4 5 2 3 61 4 5
u —  S im u la i ed
F requency (G Hz)
Figure 4-14: Return loss, simulated and measured
4.3.5 Diode Detector Circuit
It has been shown previously that a signal propagating along the microstrip transmission 
line can be described in terms of its amplitude and phase. The phase of the travelling 
wave can only be defined relative to another at the same frequency while the amplitude 
can be measured simply by detection using microwave detectors, which commonly make 
use of a semiconductor diode. The detectors basically convert the RF voltage into a DC 
level [1,72,76-78]. A commonly-used diode detector circuit is shown in Figure 4-15.
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DC Bl ocki ng S h o t t k y  Di ode
V Id eo 
ou tpu tSmooth ingCapacitor LoadResis torTe rm Inat io n Re s i s t o rV = V , c o s  wt
Figure 4-15; Diode Detector Circuit
Most of the incoming signal is terminated with the termination resistor, but some of this 
signal gets converted to a DC current by the diode, which causes an output voltage Vq to 
be developed across the load resistor. At a high power level such as lOdBm, the circuit is 
simply half-wave rectifying the RF signal, and so the output voltage is proportional to the 
peak RF voltage. However, at low levels such as below -20dBm, the output voltage is 
proportional to the square of the RF voltage, or directly proportional to the RF power. 
This phenomenon requires that the diode be operated at the knee of its I/V characteristic 
as shown in Figure 4-16. Special Schottky diodes are widely available for this purpose.
►  V
Figure 4-16: Zero-Bias Diode I/V Characteristic
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Therefore, as the signal coupled into the diode is small in amplitude, an Agilent HSMS- 
285A/B zero bias Schottky diode has been used for detection in the multi-probe 
reflectometer. These low cost diodes are capable of small signal detection of less than -  
20dBm. As they are zero bias, no DC bias is required which makes the design simpler.
A Schottky diode consists of a metal-semiconductor barrier formed by deposition of a 
metal layer on a semiconductor. The most common of several types is the passivated 
diode as shown in Figure 4-17 along with its equivalent circuit.
Metal.
Passivation Passivation
N-Type or P-Type EPi Layer
Schottky Junction 
N-Type or P-Type Silicon Substrate
Figure 4-17: Schottky diode chip cross section and its equivalent circuit
In the model, Rg is the parasitic series resistance of the diode, which is the sum of the 
bondwire and the leadframe resistance as well as the resistance of the bulk layer of the 
silicon. The RF energy, which gets coupled into Rs, is considered as lost heat, which does 
not contribute to the rectified output of the diode. Cj is the parasitic junction capacitance 
of the diode, which is controlled by the thickness of the epitaxial layer and the diameter of 
the Schottky contact. Rj is the junction resistance of the diode, which is a function of the 
total current flowing though the diode and can be expressed as [79-82]:
8.33x10 ^ n T
h  + 4
0.026 (4.46)
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where
Is is the saturation current 
h  is the external applied bias current 
T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin 
n is the ideality factor of the diode, 1.05 to 1.2
Is is a function of the diode barrier height, and can be in the range of a few PicoAmps for 
high barrier diodes to 5 jtiA for very low barrier height diodes. The characteristics of a 
Schottky diode can be determined through the choice of p-type or n-type silicon and the 
selection of the metal being used, this will affect banier height and then Cj and Rg will be 
changed. The current-voltage characteristic can be expressed as:
i = /Jexp nkT 1 (4.47)
where
i is the forward cunent due to voltage v
-19q is the charge on an electron, 1.602 x 10 Coulomb
-23k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.3804 x 10 J/K
In general, very low barrier height diodes with high values of Is are suitable for zero bias 
applications, which are realised on p-type silicon. Such diodes suffer from higher values 
of Rs than their counterpart n-type ones. But, generally, p-type diodes are reserved for 
small signal detector applications.
Since there is no internal energy source, the cuiTent through a semiconductor diode is zero 
when zero voltage is applied. With reverse bias voltage less than that needed for 
avalanche breakdown, the reverse current is asymptotic to a constant saturation current Is. 
With forward voltage bias, the diode conducts and the current-voltage characteristics can 
be approximated as in (4.47).
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From Figure 4-15, the voltage developed across the diode is given by:
V = (1/  cosw t)-V ^  
by substituting (4.48) into (4.47) it results in [1]:
-qVp
nkT
\  (  exp
V
(Ot
~ n E -1
(4.48)
(4.49)
But since the DC output is the load resistor (R) times the mean cunent i over one RF 
cycle and by substituting 0  = cot, then we have:
exp nkT V nkT d e (4.50)
or
y„exp\ t ikT  j
_ S
27t 0
rexp
V  V
qV^ cos (9^  
nkT ] exp\ n k T  j  j (4.51)
By series expansion using Taylor’s method on the right hand side and integration of each 
term over 1 RF cycle, it can be shown that for small signals:
nkT
4{nkT -^ql.R) \n k T  J + higher even powers o f nkT (4.52)
The odd powers vanish, because the odd cosq terms integrated to zero over 1 cycle. The
qVfourth and higher even powers of — -  can be neglected. Therefore, it can be concludednkT
that the diode detector provides an output approximately propoitional to the square of the 
signal amplitude for small RF voltages, i.e .
The matching input impedance of the diode is the most difficult part of the design of a 
detector circuit as there is a trade-off between a good diode match and the detection 
sensitivity. For broadband detectors, a termination resistor between (50-60) Q will give a 
good input match, but at the expense of detection sensitivity. When maximum sensitivity 
is required over a naiTow band of frequencies, a reactive matching network is optimum.
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Such networks can be realised with either lumped or distributed elements, depending 
upon frequency, size constraints and cost limitations.
As the multi-probe reflectometer is intended to operate over a wide frequency range, it 
has been found that the best way to match the diode detectors is by a shunt resistor, where 
the sensitivity of the diodes will depend on the value of the shunt resistor. As it was stated 
earlier, due to the coupling between the microstrip line and the detectors, only a small 
fraction of the standing wave voltage will go through to the detectors, which means it will 
be small voltage. Therefore, the value of the shunt resistor has to set a balance between 
the diode sensitivity and the DC return to ground. Simulation data of the effects of the 
shunt resistor on the sensitivity of the detector diodes are shown in Figure 4-18.
I n p u t L e v e l  vs  S h u n t  R e s i s t a n ce
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Figure 4-18: Input Level vs Shunt Resistance
There are some disadvantages of using zero bias detectors, such as they are sensitive to 
temperature changes. Any variation of the detectors output will affect the measurements 
of the DUT. As well as the temperature changes there are several noise mechanisms 
effecting broadband detectors [1,82]. The most widely known noise is the thermal noise.
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where a noise power is equal to kTB, where B is the bandwidth in Hz, and this is 
generated by the random thermal movement of electrons. This mechanism, which causes 
a noise voltage to be developed across the diode, limits the smallest power that may be 
detected. The power spectrum of the noise is uniform over all frequencies. Therefore, 
kTB is known as the white noise floor and is widely quoted with the standard figure of - 
174dBm/Hz at 273k.
In addition, there are other noise types present in the semiconductor junctions, such as 
flicker noise, known as 1/f noise, where the noise power varies inversely with frequency. 
Shot noise or cunent noise, also affects the Schottky diode operation which is known as 
the spectrum of white noise and can be represented as an equivalent cunent source:
K. = (4.53)
where,
B -  Bandwidth 
R = Load resistance
The value of the load resistor affects the range of the square law operation of the 
detectors, where the small signal sensitivity depends on the value of the load resistor. This 
load resistor is normally in parallel with a capacitor, where this combination is used for 
DC detection and discharge to ground. For best operation the ratio of the diode resistance 
to the load resistance should be small, with the load resistance kept below 100k£2 in order 
to keep the response time small to handle fast pulses. However, all the associated 
components attached to the main microstrip transmission line will introduce a small 
disturbance to the line impedance, and this needs to be connected by performing 
calibration.
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter has summarised the principles of transmission lines. The basic equation for 
the wave propagating on the transmission line was derived. The types of transmission line 
such as lossless and lossy ones were compared. The effect of matched and mismatched 
terminations connected at the end of the transmission line was described as well as the 
effect of the generator. The standing-wave on the line was explained as well.
The design of the one port microstrip multi-port reflectometer has been discussed. The 
effects of coupling and the mismatch on the line have been simulated. The principle of 
operation of the diode detectors, their input matching and sensitivity have been described.
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Chapter 5
5 One-Port Measurement Set-up and 
Calibration
5.1 Measurement Set-up
The one port multi-probe reflectometer measurement system is easy to use as shown 
earlier in chapter 4. A stable source is connected to one port of the microstrip circuit, and 
the device under test (DUT) is connected to the other port, while the data acquisition unit 
is connected to the output ports of the diodes to measure the output voltage level of these 
detectors. The prototype device has been built to operate in the microwave frequency 
band of 1.0 GHz to 5.5 GHz, which is the operating frequency of the Schottky diodes.
Due to the advantages mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, Lab View software has been used 
again in this project to control the multi-probe measurement system and to compute the 
measurement results. The software has been developed to be user-friendly and enables the 
user to specify the test frequencies in teims of start, stop and step frequency and has the 
option of varying the output power of the source. The operating system gives the choice 
of performing a measurement with or without calibration.
Graphical and numerical results of the reflection coefficient of the measured device are 
available in terms of magnitude and phase, as well as the impedance and the return loss 
values. Figure 5-1 shows the front control panel of the programme.
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Figure 5-1: Measurement Set-Up
5.2 System Calibration
Before any measurements to be can be trusted, the system has to be characterised. To 
characterise the system, a set of known impedance standards, known as calibration 
standards, is measured. The calibration standards can be a matched load, perfect short 
circuit and an open circuit. For the reasons mentioned earlier in Chapter 3 it is advisable 
that the minimum number of calibration standards be used to characterise the system.
There are various methods of calibration which can be used to calibrate the multi-probe 
reflectometer. In these methods there are different cases of assumptions and 
approximation. This chapter describes some of these methods.
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5.2.1 Ideal Microstrip Line Reflectometer
The first case of characterising the multi-probe reflectometer is to assume that:
1. The microstrip line is lossless
2. The coupling of all probes to the line are equal.
3. The probes lie at an exactly known distance from the load.
4. The line is not disturbed by the probe coupling and is well matched.
There are forward and reverse wave on the microstrip line, which combine together to 
give a standing wave. Three detectors spaced by a known distance are placed on the line 
to read the voltage level of the standing wave on the microstrip line. As the probes have 
been placed away from the load by a certain distance, there will be a certain phase delay 
to the signal between each of these probes and the load. Figure 5-2 shows the standing 
wave and the probes.
V
Probe3
Figure 5-2: Probes location on a standing wave
where is the magnitude of the incident voltage and T is the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient.
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There are three outputs from the detectors, and from these outputs the system constants 
will be found. A simplified illustration of the multi-probe reflectometer is shown in 
Figure 5-3.
LoadProbeS Probe2 Probel
Figure 5-3: General Multi-Probe Reflectometer
In this situation the test frequency is known but the incident power and the complex 
reflection coefficient of the unknown load are not known.
Let V = V^ be the incident voltage and V{z) = V^  be the standing wave voltage on the
microstrip transmission line at the location of the i probe. Assuming the attenuation 
constant, a  = 0, then equation (4.26) will become:
V; =V = 1,2,3 (5.1)
where.
load.
r  and 6  are the magnitude and the phase of the reflection coefficient of the DUT
2 ^  = is the phase shift corresponding to the distance from the probe to the load 
and back, which is accurately known.
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Therefore, Equation (5.1) can be expressed as:
V .= V ^  + Te^‘'^ ^ ^ \  ;( = 1,2,3 (5.2)
Then, as
e = cos(^ -(^) + j  sin(^ -  (p) 
equation (5.2) can be written as:
K =l^[l + rcos(e-(S,) + 7Tsin(6>-^,.)] ;i = l,2,3 (5.3)
Therefore, taking the square of both sides of (5.3) and taking the absolute value will result 
in:
= |v f [ l + r ^ + 2 r c o s ( 0 -(!»,)] ;i = l,2,3 (5.4)
As, cos(^ cos ^ cos ^  + sin ^sin ^ , (5.4) can be re-written as:
|y|2 _j_p2 2r(cos6 >cos(pi + sin(9sin(pi )] ;/ = 1,2,3 (5.5)
As mentioned earlier, the Schottky diodes used are square-1 aw detectors, and so the 
output from the probe will be proportional to |V,p, or can be assumed as ~\Vi\^, and 
by assuming that:
2 |y |^ rcosg  = l  (5.6)
2 |v f r s in  6i = M ' (5.7)
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|v f ( i + r ^ )  = Af (5.8)
Then, from (5.6) and (5.7) the phase of the reflection coefficient can be found as:
0  = arctan
and by taking,
Then,
L^+M^ =4r^|y|"(cos^g + sin^g)
4\V\^
By substituting (5.11) into (5.8) results in:
/  r2 . 2
\V \* -N V ^  + Lf-+M
\  J
=  0
and then,
Then, from (5.5):
\vf'
P^  = + L cos (pi + M  sin ; i - 1,2,3
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
For the three probes (5.14) can be expressed as:
P ^= N  + Loos + M sin (j>^ 
P2  = + Logs ^ 2  sin ^ 2
P3 = / /  + A cos ^ 3  + M  sin ^
(5.15)
Therefore, solving the three cases in (5.15) results in finding the calibration constants as:
L  = — P, (sin (pj -  sin ^ 2  ) + ^ 2  (sin -  sin ^ 3  ) + P3 (sin (p2 -  sin <p^ )
sin(^3 ~(p2) + sin(<z)i -<2^3) +  sin(^g “  A ) (5.16)
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M Fj (c o s  ^3 -  c o s  <^ 2 ) +  ^2 (c o s  A  “  COS ^^ 3 ) +  F3 (cOS (j>2 ~  COS )sin(^3 ~ (^ 2 ) "*” sin(A ~ ^ 3 ) "I" sin(^2 “  A ) (5.17)
Fj sin%  - ^ 2 ) + ^  sin(A -  A ) + ^ 3  sîn(<^ 2 ~ A ) 
sin% -^2) + sin( i^ -^3) + sin( g^ - ) (5.18)
This is the general case of a lossless multi-probe reflectometer, but in the case of equally 
spaced probes, as used in this work, the result can be further simplified using:
and,
A - A = - %
Then, Equations (5.16-5.18) can be re-written as:
(5.19)
(5.20)
L -  — Fj (sin ^ 3  -  sin ^ 2 ) + ^  (sin -  sin A ) + ^ 3  (sin A  ~ sin (p^ ) 
2 sin^ ,^ -  sin 2 ^^ . (5.21)
M = Fi (cos (p2 -  COS (^ 2  ) + -^ 2  (cos (pi ~  COS ^ 3  ) +  F3 (cOS (p2 ~  COS (py ) 2 s i n - s i n 2^ ,^ (5.22)
N = (F) +/^)sin<z>,-T^sin 2^, 2 sin ^  -  sin 2 ^^ . (5.23)
This will be one method used to find the reflection coefficient in terms of amplitude and 
phase for an unknown device by using the multi-probe reflectometer with three probe 
detectors. As the line is ideal and by considering the assumptions made earlier, no 
calibration will be needed in this situation. But in practice there will be some eiTors, 
which need to be corrected for, as will be explained later.
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5.2.1.1 Solving with Reference to the Middle Probe
The ideal multi-probe reflectometer can be solved with a different method with respect to 
the middle probe. By considering the same assumptions as in section 5.2.1, the power at 
probe 2 can be expressed as [69]:
i2u w2P 2 = |i^ r |i+ r |- (5.24)
Where, — Then (5.24) can be re-written as:
?2 = |v p { i+ r ^ + 2 rcosi^2} (5.25)
For probe 1, the power can be expressed as:
or
Fj = {l + 4- 2Fcos cos 9  ^ -  2T sin (p2 sin 9^}
The power at probe 3 is:
i + r ^
or
F3  = { 1 + + 2 Fcos (j>2 cos 9  ^ + 2 F sin <f>2 sin 9^}
Therefore, by letting :
r  cos (P2 - U
and,
r  sin (^ 2 = V
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
then, subtracting (5,27) from (5.29) gives:
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V =  —  (5.32)4V sinP,
In a similar manner by adding (5.27) and (5.29):
P1 + P 3 = 2 |V p |[  +  r ^ + 2 A c o s 6 ' ,}  (5.33)
Hence, by substituting (5.25) into (5.33), results in:
R  + P . - 2 F ,
4 | v f ( l - c o s 0 j
Therefore, as F  = F g ''* , then:
(5.34)
r  = ,  (5.35)
cos <^2 + 7  sin  ^ 2
The measurement results calculated by this method agree with the results calculated by 
using equation (5.11) derived earlier in section 5.2.1.
To produce a set of simulated data for an ideal multi-probe reflectometer is very difficult 
due to the periodic loading introduced by the probes. A simulation has been carried out 
where the loading of the probes on the main microstrip line has been made as low as 
possible for the detectors to pick up a signal (the minimum level of detections for the 
detectors is -50dBm).
In this simulation the coupling resistor was 100k^2, and the source signal level was OdBm. 
The signal from the main microstrip line to the detectors input was attenuated by 
approximately 49dB. This means that only a very small fraction of the signal (less than
0.001%) will go through to the detectors. Table 5-1 contains data for three different 
calibration standards: a matched load with reflection coefficient T = 0 Z  0 , a perfect
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short circuit device with reflection coefficient F = 1 Z  180 and a perfect open circuit
device with reflection coefficient F = 1 Z  0°. The calculation of the reflection coefficient 
has been earned out using the technique described above.
Freq. (GHz) Matched Load Open Load Short Load
1.00 0.00318 Z  44.35° 0.99779 Z  -0.52° 0.99924 Z  179.8°
1.05 0.00328 Z  46.84° 0.99785 Z  -6.41° 0.99917 Z  173.9°
1.10 0.00337 Z  49.39° 0.99792 Z  -12.3° 0.99911 Z  168.0°
1.15 0.00345 Z  52.00° 0.99799 Z  -18.2° 0.99904 Z  162.1°
1.20 0.00351 Z  54.66° 0.99806 Z  -24.1° 0.99897 Z  156.2°
1.25 0.00357 Z  57.36° 0.99813 Z  -25.0° 0.99889 Z  150.2°
1.30 0.00361 Z  60.11° 0.99820 Z  -35.9° 0.99882 Z  144.3°
1.35 0.00364 Z  62.71° 0.99827 Z  -41.8° 0.99875 Z  138.4°
1.40 0.00366 Z  65.71° 0.99834 Z  -47.7° 0.99868 Z  132.4°
1.45 0.00367 Z  68.56° 0.99841 Z  -53.6° 0.99861 Z  126.5°
1.5 0.00366 Z  71.46° 0.99848 Z  -59.5° 0.99854 Z  120.5°
Table 5-1: Simulated results for an Ideal Multi-Probe reflectometer
It can be seen from the calculated results that it is not even possible in simulatioi;^to have 
a completely ideal, lossless multi-probe reflectometer with no periodic loading effect 
from the probe detectors. The eiTor is simply due to the effects of the probes’ periodic 
loading on the main microstrip line. These eiTors can be corrected by perfoiTning basic 
eiTor coiTection as will be discussed later.
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5.2.2 Non- Ideal Microstrip Line Reflectometer
The case of an ideal microstrip line reflectometer has been described, but in a practical 
realisation the assumptions stated earlier are no longer valid. There will be losses along 
the line and there will be a mismatch due to the probes’ loading on the line. Also, the 
probes’ distance from the DUT might not be exactly known. Calculation algorithms need 
to be found which consider all of these parameters affecting the measurement system.
Let be the incident voltage and V{z) = Vi be the standing wave voltage on the 
microstrip transmission line at the location of the probe, as well as the attenuation 
constant, Then, equation (4.27) given earlier will become:
V. = v t e ^ ‘ + ;i = 1,2,3 (5,36)
where, y=^a+ jj8 . By considering . and a phase error for each probe,
equation (5.36) will become:
V; = V = 1,2,3 (5.37)
Where, conesponds to the detection probe distance from the load with some
phase error, y/.. Therefore, let
-^2od, j^{w-2pi), = + jbi = C (5.38)
This modification factor Q can account for the microstrip line losses, effects of the 
connectors, discontinuities and the accuracy of positioning of the probes. Vq  ^ accounts
for the unequal coupling coefficients between the probes and the main line as well as the 
mismatch of the detectors.
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In this case, unlike the lossless line, calibration is required to find out the system’s 
parameters. Three calibration standards are required to determine these constants: a 
matched load, a short circuit and an open circuit. After measuring these calibration 
standards, the impedance of the unknown load can be determined by measuring the 
detectors output.
By considering the diodes to be square-law detectors where the power , 
(5.37) can be re-written as:
, then
2Pi- V *<i l + (a, +y6y)rg JO \i = 1,2,3 (5.39)
When a perfectly matched load is connected at the DUT port, it is assumed that the 
reflection coefficient F = 0, therefore we have:
P i- V -P ii  ;? = 1.2,3 (5.40)
Where is the measured detector power level when a matched load is connected. 
Therefore, the calibration factor Vq. is determined by simply measuring the power 
detectors output level when a matched load is connected at the DUT port.
To detemiine the other calibration constants, a, and 6,, additional calibration standards
are required. When a short circuit device is connected at the DUT port, there will be total
reflection with phase 180°, i.e. the reflection coefficient, F = -1. Then, equation (5.39) 
becomes:
P, V 1(1 üi) + jb^\ 1,2,3 (5.41)
Where is the measured detector power level when a short circuit device is connected. 
Hence, by substituting the results of equation (5.40) into (5.41):
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Ps. — |(l ûj ) +A  } jï —1,2,3 (5.42)
or
Ps, = Pl, W  + + l}  ;: = 1.2.3 (5.43)
When the open circuit standard is connected at the DUT port, there will be total reflection 
with 0° phase, i.e. the reflection coefficient T = 1. This is only by assuming that the open 
circuit is a perfect precision standard and by ignoring its fringing capacitance, which is a 
function of its physical geometry and the frequency of the signal. Therefore, in a similar 
manner, when the short device is connected, equation (5.39) can be written as:
Po, = Pl, W  + ^ f + 2a,. + 1| ;i = 1,2,3 (5.44)
Where Pq, is the measured detector power level when a short circuit device is connected. 
Therefore, taking (5.44) -  (5.43) results in:
Pq. ~P sÜI = — J—— -  ;i = 1,2,3 (5.45)
^Pl,
Then, by substituting (5.45) into (5.44):
\ 6 P lb f  = \ 6 P ^P o ,-A ;  ;( = 1,2,3 (5.46)
Where,
A ,= 1 6 P I+ pI + pI - 2 P o^Ps,+ ^P l,Po, - ^ P l,Ps, =1.2.3 (5.47)
Then, (5.46) can be re-arranged as:
J\6PL,Po,-i^Pi.+Po,-Ps,Ÿ 
‘ "  ÂP,. (5.48)
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There are two possible solutions for ; the correct one can be chosen by performing one
more calibration measurement when the short circuit device is connected while being 
offset by a known length and measuring the detectors output level again.
Having found the calibration constants, Vq^ , and , the reflection coefficient of an
unknown load can be measured by connecting it at the DUT port and measuring the three 
detectors’ output voltage levels. Now, by assuming:
Fe-^^=u + j v  (5.49)
where:
M = r  cos ^  (5.50)
and
v = rsin<9 (5.51)
Substituting (5.40) and (5.49) into (5.39) results in:
P = P l + (a.+  jb ,)^'(u  + jv ) ;/ = 1,2,3 (5.52)
where P^  ^is the detector’s power measured when the unknown device is connected at the 
DUT port. Therefore, for the three probes (5.52) can give three equations:
l = |Ci|^*{«^+v^)+2a,M -2& |V  (5.53)
) ,  V
^  - 1  = |C2p * )+ 202» -  2i)2V (5.54)
) y  .
= +v^)+ 2a^u -  2b^v (5.55)
^ 4
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Solving (5.53-5.55) yields the real and imaginary parts of the reflection coefficient as 
follows:
Where,
and
u A2 B, — Aj^2 (5.56)
v = (5.57)
J P J
(5.58)
2 2)A| = 2 ^2 C, - a , (5.59)V J
f 2 2"A; = 2 h C 2 (5.60)\ J
^ 0  = -1
y
(5.61)
Bt — 2 a. a, (5.62)
A  = 2 — c (5.63)
The return loss or the J can be expressed in dB as:
|5„| = -20*I,og,o|r1 (5.64)
To demonstrate the validity of the theory derived above, simulation for the non-ideal 
multi-probe reflectometer, with parameters as illustrated earlier in Chapter 4, Figure 4-9,
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has been earned out at different frequencies. The calibration standards used to calibrate 
the multi-probe reflectometer are a perfect matched load, a perfect short circuit and a 
perfect open circuit. Table 5-2 illustrates the results for a 6 dB attenuator terminated by a 
short circuit. The return loss is calculated by using the non-ideal microstrip line 
reflectometer method as mentioned above.
An offset short has been simulated as well as a 3dB attenuator teinninated by a short 
circuit. The reflection coefficient was calculated and corrected to the same calibration 
standard in the same method described above. Figure 5-4 illustrates the results of the 
offset short while Figure 5-5 illustrates the results of the 3dB attenuator terminated by a 
short circuit.
Calculated reflection coefficient or return loss
Freq.
(GHz)
M atched  L oad(E) O pen L oad  (E) Sh ort L oad  (E) 6dB Attenuator 5 1 1| (dB) A 51l|(dB) % |51l|
LOO 0Z0° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
1.25 0Z0° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
1.50 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
1.75 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.01 0.00083 0.083
2.00 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
2.50 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
2.75 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
3.00 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
3.25 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
3.50 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
3.75 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.01 0.00083 0.083
4.00 ozo° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
4.25 ozo° 1Z0° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
4.50 ozo° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 12.01 0.00083 0.083
4.75 ozo° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
5.00 ozo° 1 zo” 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
5.25 ozo° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 11.99 0.00083 0.083
5.50 ozo° 1 zo° 1 Z 180° 12.00 0 0
Table 5-2: Simulated data calculated by using the non-ideal line method
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vOpAn I pEET
Corrected Offset Short Circuit Device Data Corrected Data of 3dB Attenuator
Figure 5-4: Simulated results of an offset short Figure 5-5: Simulated results of 3dB attenuator
One can see even from these calculated results of simulation data that there is a very big 
improvement compared with the performed using the previous method in section 5.2.1. In 
this improved method the probe is not ideal just as it is in practical environments, where 
there are losses in the microstrip line, there is mismatch and coupling effects from the 
probes. The very small errors are due to the numerical accuracy read out during 
simulation of the detectors used in the calculations of the reflection coefficient and this 
can be ignored.
5.3 Practical Measurements and Results
The practical measurement procedure using the multi-probe reflectometer was designed 
to be simple, fully automated and user-friendly just as it is in most modem commercial 
analysers. Before performing measurements for an unknown load, calibration needs to be 
carried out to characterise the measurement system. The system allows the user to specify 
the test frequency, (a choice of fixed or swept is available), the generator power output 
and if measurements needs to be done with calibration or without calibration in the 
situation where a recent calibration had been performed.
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Normal calibration standards, i.e. matched load, short circuit, open circuit and an offset 
short are used to perform the calibration. All data are stored in the PC where a 
comprehensive mathematical analysis is carried out to calculate the system constants and 
then the reflection coefficients in terms of magnitude and phase.
To demonstrate the operation and the accuracy of the design, measurements have been 
carried out for various loads. These measurements were repeated for comparison by using 
the Agilent 8753E analyser and the HP8510 Network Analyser. Since the maximum 
recommended frequency of operation of the diode detectors is 1.5GHz [79], the 
measurements were kept within this frequency range. Figures 5.6-5.11, illustrate some of 
these measurements.
Offset Short Multi-Probe Offset Short 8753 Analyaer
Figure 5-6; Offset Short measured with Multi- Figure 5-7: Offset Short measured with Agilent 
Probe Reflectometer 8753E Analyser
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Offset Open Multi-Probe Reflectometerl Offset Open 8753 Anaiyserl
Figure 5-8: Offset Open measured with Multi- Figure 5-9: Offset Open measured with Agilent 
Probe Reflectometer 8753E Analyser
Matched Load Termination M easured  
with Multi-probe R eflectom eter
■30.5-1
cntfi
P  -30.7-
2 -30.8-
30.9-
Frequency (GHz)
Matched Load Termination M easured  
with Agilent 8753E
-30.6-1
P -30.7-
-30.8-
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 5-10: 50 Ohm load measured with Multi- Figure 5-11: 50 Ohm Load measured with Agilent 
Probe reflectometer 8753E Analyser
More measurements were carried out by using the one-port multi-probe measurement 
system and the Agilent 8753 analyser for different attenuators terminated by a short 
circuit device. Illustrations of the results of these measurements are shown in Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-12: Different attenuators measured with the Multi-Probe Reflectometer 
and the Agilent 8753E Analyser
It is clear that all measurements taken by the multi-probe system agree with the ones 
taken by the HP8510 and the Agilent 8753E. The small difference will be discussed in 
following section.
5.4 System Error and Error Corrections
When measuring the reflection coefficient in terms of magnitude and phase of an 
unknown device, the measured data will differ from the actual one, no matter how 
carefully the measurement is made. This is due to the measurement system errors. These 
errors can be separated into two categories; random and systematic errors. Both random 
and systematic errors are vector quantities, which means there are magnitude and phase 
errors. Random errors are non-repeatable measurement variations and usually 
unpredictable. These random errors in the multi-probe measurement system can be due to 
the change in detectors characteristics, which is drift over temperature and time, noise 
pick-up, repeatability of the connections and operator error.
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The systematic enors are repeatable measurement variations in the test setup, which can 
be due to the mismatch, coupling effects, the periodic loading of the detectors, leakage 
signals from the source and the system frequency response. Systematic errors are the most 
significant source of the measurement uncertainty and can be corrected by means of the 
so-called system enor coirection or calibrations. In general, for any microwave one-port 
measurement system, the systematic eiTors can be grouped into three terms as shown in 
Figure 5-13:-
1. Directivity
2. Source Match
3. Frequency Tracking
The directivity error term is due to the cross talk between the incident signal and the 
reflected signal, this happens when the measurements system is using a coupler to 
separate these signals. But, in the multi-probe reflectometer measurement system, no 
couplers have been used to separate the incident signal from the reflected one. In fact, the 
measurements are done on the standing wave on the line, which is combination of the 
incident signal and the reflected signal. Therefore, in theory this eiTor term should not 
exist, but in practice it can be still there but does not correspond to the cross talk or the 
leakage of the signal. Instead it relates to the un-equal coupling of the probes to the main 
transmission line, but to avoid confusion we will stick to the same eiTor terminology, Ejop.
The source match enor term, Esf, is caused by the test port being mismatched to the 
system impedance. This phenomenon causes some of the reflected signal to bounce off 
the test port, or other impedance transitions further down the line, and back to the DUT, 
and then adds to the original incident signal. This effect causes the magnitude and phase 
of the incident signal to vary as a function of the reflection coefficient and the frequency. 
This eiTor can be reduced by levelling the source to produce a constant incident signal, 
but since this cannot be done exactly, there will be always power variations which will 
cause re-reflection effects and the resultant of these variations is called the source match 
error, Esp.
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The frequency tracking error, also known as the frequency response error, Ej^f, is caused 
by variations in magnitude and phase flatness versus frequency between the test and 
reference signal paths. But since there is no reference signal channel in the multi-probe 
reflectometer measurement system, this error can be defined as the transmission losses in 
the signal path from the source port to the DUT port.
These errors are illustrated as a flow graph in Figure 5-13.
Ideal
Reflectometer Error Model DUT
Test
Port —  A
Figure 5-13: One-Port measurement system with error corrections
Fa is the actual DUT reflection coefficient and Tm is the measured reflection 
coefficient. Using the flow graph reduction techniques as shown in Figure 5-14 gives 
the value of Fm as shown in equation (5.65).
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SF
r.M ^D F
(b)
(d )
Figure 5-14: Decomposition of the error flow graph
(5.65)
All the parameters used in (5.65) are complex quantities having both real and complex 
parts. Therefore, if the value of these three errors Eof, Erf and Esf are known, together 
with the measured reflection coefficient Fm for each frequency, equation (5.65) can be 
solved for the actual reflection coefficient Fa to obtain the actual DUT response. Because 
each of these errors changes with frequency, it is necessary to know their value at each 
test frequency. These values can be found by measuring the system with three 
independent standards whose reflection coefficients are known at all frequencies.
The first standard used to find the errors in (5.65) is a perfect load with reflection 
coefficient F = 0, where all the incident power will be absorbed and no power will be 
reflected. Applying that to (5.65) will results in:
L m = E . d f = L l (5.66)
In practice the perfect load is difficult to achieve, and since the measured value for 
directivity is the vector sum of the actual directivity plus the non-zero reflection
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coefficient of the practical load termination, any reflection from the termination 
represents an error as illustrated in Figure 5-15. In general, any termination having a 
return loss better than the uncorrected system directivity will be sufficient to reduce the 
reflection measurement uncertainty.
A c t u a l  R e f l e c t i o n  
C o e f f l c l e n  t of  th e 
L o a d
E f f e c t i v e
Di r e c t iv i t y
M e a s  u r e d  
E ff a c t i v e  
Di r e c t i v i t y
Figure 5-15: Relationship of deriving the directivity term
As it is difficult to obtain a load which has an excellent match to the 50^2 impedance of 
the system over a broad frequency range, an alternative which can be used to characterise 
directivity over a broad frequency range is the sliding load or offset load with known 
length of an air line. The directivity vector at a given frequency is determined by sliding 
the load inside its airline to create a circle of data points as shown in Figure 5-16.
Load
Element
►
Figure 5-16: Sliding Load and resultant vectors
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The centre of the circle is the directivity vector, whilst the radius of the circle is the load 
vector. When using this method the airline section of the sliding load defines the 50Ê2 
impedance standard.
Once the directivity term Ei>f has been determined, the other error terms, the frequency 
tracking error Erp and the source match error Esp still need to be determined. This can be 
determined by using a short circuit with reflection coefficient T = -1 and an open circuit 
with reflection coefficient T = +1. In reality the open circuit is a non-perfect precision 
standard due to the fringing capacitance, which is a function of its physical geometry and 
the frequency of the signal. But, all calibration kits standaids nowadays use a shielded 
open to reduce the variation in capacitance and when this open capacitance is accounted 
for the open can be considered as a perfect open with reflection coefficient T = 1.
Applying these two calibration standards, to equation (5,65) results in:
Hm - U s -  E.DF ; when the short is connected (5.67)l + Ksp
and.
Hm -  ^ df ^ ; when the open is connected (5.68)
^ ~ K sf
Therefore, solving the three equations (5.66-5.68) results in:
K s f - ^ %  (5.69)Ls Lo
and,
2 ( r ^ , - r s ) ( r ^ - r o )K sf = (5-70)Ls Lo
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Now, since all the eiTor terms and the measure reflection coefficient JTm are known for 
each test frequency, then Fa can be computed as follows:
 ^   Em E.DF
K r f  + E 5 f ( E m  ~ K d f )
L a  = -------- — ..\ (5.71)
Simulated measurements for a matched load, short circuit, open circuit and a 3dB 
attenuator terminated by short circuit have been earned out using a non-ideal multi-probe 
reflectometer. The calculation of the reflection coefficient before error corrections is 
earned out on the basis of the method discussed in section 5.2.1 earlier.
The system eiTors or parameters have been calculated and the measurements of the 3dB 
attenuator teiTninated by a short circuit have been conected using the method of one-port 
eiTor conections as mentioned above. Table 5-3 tabulates these results.
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Chapter 5 One-Port Measurement Set-up and Calibration
The length of the attenuator was 5.1mm, which is equivalent to an electrical length of
O= This means that there will be a phase delay of =1.13 for every 0.05 GHz, the
maximum phase delay in the frequency band of IGHz to 1.5GHz is 11.3°, which agrees 
with the calculation from Table 5.3 above.
The data has been plotted in Smith chart representation before system error correction 
being applied as shown in Figure 5-17 and after system error being implemented as 
shown in Figure 5-18.
3dB Attenuator Before Error Correction 3dB Attenuator After Error Cotrectlonl
Figure 5-17: Simulated results before error 
corrections applied
Figure 5-18: Simulated results after error 
corrections applied
Figure 5-19 shows the magnitude simulated results of the return loss for the a 3dB 
attenuator terminated by a short circuit before and after error corrections.
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3 d B A t t e n u a t o r  t e r mi n a t e d  by  shor t  c i r cui t  d e v i c e
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C o r re c t io n s
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Figure 5-19: 3dB Attenuator before and after corrections
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter described the techniques for calibration of a practical one-port multi-probe 
reflectometer. Two algorithms for calibrating the multi-probe reflectometer have been 
derived. Simulation data and practical results have been calculated using the new 
algorithms. One-port error corrections have been discussed and applied to the multi-probe 
reflectometer.
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6 Two-Port Multi-Probe Measurement 
System
6.1 Introduction
Microwave devices can be classified as one-port, two-port, or N-port networks. The 
majority of circuits under analysis are two-port networks. Having discussed a one-port 
measurement system in the previous chapter, this chapter will focus primarily on two-port 
network characterisation and the possibility of designing a low cost, reliable two-port 
measurement system based on the same principles as the one-port multi-probe 
measurement system. This system is investigated as a prospective reliable and economical 
rival to current commercial network analysers.
A two-port measurement system based on using six-port or multi-probe reflectometers 
has been discussed by a number of researchers [3,83-85]. The system discussed in this 
chapter is based on using the microstrip multi-probe technique. The system is capable of 
performing the full two-port measurement; forward return loss Sn, reverse return loss S2 2 , 
forward transmission S21 and reverse transmission S 1 2 .
6.2 System Description
As has been discussed in Chapter 4, the multi-probe reflectometer can consist of a 
microstrip line with surface mount diode detectors and passive components. The 
standing-wave voltages are sampled along the transmission line at certain positions with 
known intervals by voltage detectors. From these voltages the required measurements of 
an unknown load can be found. The two-port multi-probe system basically consists of two 
one-port reflectometers where the RF power input is connected through a microwave 
switch. Figure 6-1 shows the block diagram of the two-port measurement system.
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PC
G PIB
R F O utputSignal  
G enerator
Data Acquist ion  
Unit
T wo-Port  
M ulti-probe 
Ref lectometer
S11 S22
DUT I
Figure 6-1: Two-Port measurement system
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, the signal generator can be any standard signal 
generator, which covers the required frequency range, (Agilent 83623B or E4433B is 
used here). The data acquisition unit is capable of converting a low amplitude analogue 
voltage into a digital readout, (Agilent 34970A with HP34901A was used in this system).
6.2.1 Two-Port Multi-Probe Reflectometer
The two-port multi-probe reflectometer is basically a pair one-port microstrip multi-probe 
reflectometers. The values of the surface mounts components used in the one-port 
reflectometer are kept the same. Figure 6-2 shows the block diagram of the two-port 
multi-probe reflectometer and Figure 6-3 shows the actual two-port multi-probe 
reflectometer.
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Figure 6-2: Full-Port multi-probe reflectometer
Figure 6-3: Actual two-port multi-probe reflectometer
The microwave switch is chosen to be a non-reflective single pole double throw (SPDT) 
switch, Hittite model number HMC270MS8G. The frequency of operation of the switch 
is between DC to 8GHz, the switch isolation can vary from 33dB up to 48dB depending 
on the frequency and it has a return loss between OdB and 14dB [86].
The switch needs to be a non-reflective one so that the other unused port of the multi­
probe reflectometer is terminated by a load of 50i2. i.e. when the Sn and 
measurements being performed, the internal matched load of the switch will terminate the
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^ 2  port and when ^ 2  and S12 measurements are being carried out the Sn port will be 
terminated by the internal matched load of the switch. Figure 6-4 shows the internal 
connections of the switch.
The insertion loss of the switch varies between 1.2dB to 2.4dB depending on the 
operating frequency. The insertion loss is defined as the maximum loss measured in a 
50^2 system when only a single port of the switch is in the ON state.
The isolation of the switch can be defined as the ratio of the power level when the switch 
port is ON to the power level measured when the switch port is OFF. The switch can be 
controlled by +5V and -5V DC voltages.
I +5V DC
RF 2
I -5V DC
RF Common
Figure 6-4: Non-reflective switch
The system was designed to be fully automated using the same principle of the one-port 
measurement system. Labview software was used to control the instruments while 
calculations was carried out by using MatLab software. Refer to Appendix C for full 
programmes.
6.3 Two-Port Network S-Parameters
The two-port microwave network can be characterised in terms of its S-parameters, where 
they are based on the concept of travelling waves. The scattered waves, which are known 
as the reflected and the transmitted wave amplitudes, are linearly related to the incident 
wave amplitude. The matrix describing this linear relationship is called the scattering 
matrix or [S].
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To characterise a two-port network that has an identical characteristic impedance Zq at 
both the input and output ports, consider the incident and reflected voltage waves at each 
port as shown in Figure 6-5 below:
W \ A ;  ^  K/ V';
Two-Port
Network
[S]
Port 1 Zq Z , Port 2
V — OAAA;
Figure 6-5: Defînition of incident and reflected wave of a two-port network
These incident and reflected waves on the and from the two-port network can be 
represented as a signal flow graph as shown in Figure 6-6.
22
V.-
Figure 6-6: Two-port network flow graph
Each port of the microwave network has two nodes, a-node and 6-node, where , is
defined as the wave entering port / and V,” is defined as the wave reflected from port i.
Each node will have branches, where every branch has an associated S parameter or 
reflection coefficient.
When a wave with amplitude y /  incident at port 1, it will be split into parts, one part 
travels through Sn and other part combined with a reflected signal travel through S21 to 
node b], where it will goes out of b2 as V2 • If a load with nonzero reflection coefficient
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is connected at port 2, the wave will be partially reflected and re-enter the two-port 
network at node a2 , where part of this wave can be reflected back out of port 2 via S2 2  and 
the other part can be transmitted out of port 1 through S2 1 .
Now the scattering matrix [S] can be derived from the incident and reflected waves at 
each port. At node b, and node b2 , the total voltages can be represented as:
(6.1) 
(6.2)
or, in matrix form,
V f ' ■«11 5 , 2
7 2 % _ 5 2 I ^ 2 2 _
( 6 3 )
Each element of the [S] matrix can be defined as:
;Input reflection coefficient when output port is terminated b y  a matched load ( 6 .4 )
^2=0
5  - i s : ; Forward transmission when output port is terminated by a matched load ( 6 .5 )
; Reverse transm ission when input port is terminated by a matched load (6 .6 )y+=o
c - Y L ; Output reflection coefficient when input port is terminated by a matched load ( 6 .7 )
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6.3.1 Shifting Reference Plane
The S-parameters relate the magnitude and phase of travelling waves that are incident on, 
reflected from and transmitted through a network port. Therefore, the location of the 
reference plane must be precisely known in order to measure the exact phase of the S- 
parameters.
Consider a two-port network in which the reference plane at port I has moved a distance 
l\ to port r .  Similarly, the reference plane at port 2 has moved a distance h  to port 2' as 
shown in Figure 6-7.
. L
I I
Port 1 ' Port 1
Two-Port
Network
IS]
Port 2 Port 2'
Figure 6-7; Shifting reference plane
Then, the terms of the incident and reflected port voltages can be expressed as:
y +  = v;.V-''®' ;i = i,2 (6 .8)
V ':  = v r e ~ ‘ >^ ;i = l,2 (6,9)
Where, % -  is the electrical length corresponding to the reference plane shift at 
each port.
The shifted S'-parameters can be represented as:
1 1 0
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y 'r S ^ e
_S2\e,-7 ( ^ 1 +<9 2 )
y j '
v ' 2
(6.10)
Therefore, in general;
5',. = :/ = l,2 (6.11)
(6.12)
Equation (6.11) shows that the phase of Su is shifted twice the electrical length of the shift 
in terminal plane; this is due to the wave travel twice over this length upon incidence and 
reflection.
6.4 Principle of Operation of the Two-Port Multi-Probe Reflectometer
A two-port multi-probe reflectometer needs to measure the full S-parameters of a two- 
port network; input port reflection coefficient, forward transmission coefficient, reverse 
transmission coefficient and output port reflection coefficient. The principle of the 
measurement of these S-parameters is basically to measure the probe output voltages on 
both sides of the DUT and to switch the stimulus signal from port 1 to port 2.
The full S-parameters need to be measured in terms of both magnitude and phase. To 
calculate the phase of the device, a standing wave has to be present for the microstrip 
multi-probe reflectometer to measure. The standing wave can only be created if part of 
the incident signal gets reflected where it will meet up with the original incident signal 
and they get added or subtracted according to the phase of both of them.
If no standing wave is present on the microstrip line, attenuation measurements can still 
be performed in terms of magnitude only. In this case the multi-probe reflectometer is 
known as a scalar network analyser.
I l l
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6.4.1 Multi-Probe Scalar Network Analyser
The multi-probe scalar network analyser is capable of performing transmission coefficient 
magnitude only without the phase. When the source signal is passing through multi-probe 
reflectometer number one to a two-port device, which is connected between the two 
multi-probe reflectometers, as shown earlier in Figure 6-2, the forward transmission 
coefficient S21 can be measured. However, the other end of multi-probe reflectometer 
number two will be matched by the internal 50Q load of the switch.
Therefore, there will be no standing wave present in the microstrip line of multi-probe 2 
as the incident signal will be absorbed by the termination load, and only a magnitude 
measurement of S21 can be performed. The same thing will happened in the case of 
measuring the reverse transmission coefficient Si2 . This is probably why little appears to 
have been published so far on a two-port multi-probe system. Therefore, the aiTangement 
presented in Figure 6-2 can be seen as a scalar network analyser in terms of measuring the 
forward and reverse transmissions.
6.4.2 Multi-Probe Vector Network Analyser
A multi-probe vector network analyser would be capable of performing the full 
measurement terms in both magnitude and phase. There are two methods to overcome the 
measurement phase of the transmission coefficients problem discussed in section 6.4.1. If 
either of these methods can be made to work then the two-port multi-probe reflectometer 
can be used as a proper two-port vector network analyser.
Firstly, a standing wave could be created by deliberately mismatching the output multi­
probe reflectometer. This method will make the process of finding the system parameters 
more complicated as there will be more unknowns, which need to be found in order to 
characterise the system. Hence, more calibration standards will be needed which makes 
the calibration process lengthy and vulnerable to errors.
Secondly, a new method presented here for the first time, is to split the incident signal 
through a power splitter and inject part of the incident signal to the other end of the output
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multi-probe reflectometer through a non-reflective single pole single throw switch (SPST) 
and a circulator. Figure 6-8 illustrates this technique.
signal / 
G enerator
Power 
Spl liter 1
Switchi(SPST)
Non-ReftecUve
Swltch2 (SPST) 
Non-Reflective
Microstrip Line
DUT
Microstrip Line
•OWA ••■MOA
Figure 6-8: Two-port multi-probe vector network analyser
When Sii measurement is performed, switchi will be closed which allows part A of the 
incident signal to travel to multi-probe 1 and switch2 will be open and switched to the 
termination position which will block part B of the incident signal to travel to multi­
probe!. The versa-visa operation happened when ^ 2  measurement is performed.
When S21 measurement is performed both switches are closed where part A of the 
incident signal will travel through the DUT and the emerging signal from port 2 of the 
DUT will be acting as the incident signal on the second multi-probe reflectometer. Part B 
of the incident signal goes to the circulator input, where it will be passed through a one­
way system to the other end of the second multi-probe reflectometer. This signal will be 
seen by the second multi-probe reflectometer as a reflected signal where it will meets up 
with part A of the signal to form a standing wave on the microstrip line of the second 
multi-probe reflectometer. This “reflection coefficient” is actually ^ /a i, yielding
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magnitude and phase. The versa-visa operation happened when S 12 measurement is 
performed.
In a special case, when the forward transmission coefficient or the reverse 
transmission coefficient S 12 can be measured by physically reversing the two-port 
network DUT, a much simpler technique can be used as illustrated in Figure 6-9.
signal
Generator
DUT
Power ^
3.
voltageDetection
Probe
voltageDetection
Probe
Voltagem c%  ProbeDetection
Microstrip Line
Figure 6-9: Simplified two-port multi-probe vector network analyser
The measurements carried out using the vector network analysers can be classified into 
two main measurement groups; reflection coefficients measurements and attenuation 
measurements.
6.4.3 Reflection Coefficient Measurements
The input port reflection coefficient of a two-port network can be defined as Tin, while 
the output port reflection coefficient can be defined as Tout- Figure 6-10 illustrates a flow 
graph of a two-port device connected by the multi-probe reflectometer. The principle 
measurements using the one-port multi-probe reflectometer as have been discussed earlier 
in Chapter 5 can be used to measure the input port reflection coefficient and the output 
port reflection coefficient, using the one-port error correction method to eliminate the 
measurement errors.
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22
 - r t
out
Figure 6-10: Flow graph of two-port device connected through reflectometer
In Figure 6-10 Fs represents the source reflection coefficient (or in other word the 
reflection coefficient of the multi-probe reflectometer connecting to the input port of the 
DUT), while F t represents the output reflection coefficient of the multi-probe 
reflectometer connected to the output port of the DUT, which is acting as a termination 
load to the two-port DUT.
After using the signal flow graph reduction techniques, the flow graph in Figure 6-10 can 
be simplified to give the following results:
Lin -^11  + (6 13)
P _  c I ^12^21^5^ ou i -  ^ 2 2  1 e  T -1
(6.14)
Therefore, it can be seen that if the multi-probe reflectometer is matched at both ends of 
the input and output ports, Fs = Fl = 0. The input and output reflection coefficients will 
be:
r  — Ç
— 22|r^=o
(6T5)
(6.16)
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6.4.4 Attenuation Measurements
Attenuation can be defined as the amount of reduction in the power transmitted from one 
port of the device to the other port of the device when both ports are completely matched. 
When a source generator with reflection coefficient, Fs, is connected directly to a load 
with reflection coefficient, Fl, let the power dissipated by the load to be Pi. Now, when a 
two-port network device is connected between the source generator and the load, let the 
power dissipated in the load to be ? 2 . Therefore, the insertion loss or the attenuation of 
this two-port network can be expressed as:
a  = \ 0 *Log^^ dB (6.15)
By using again the flow graph reduction rules [1, 72,75], the flow graph in Figure 6-10 
can be reduced to get the expression:
(6.16)l + r 's ‘^ lir'z,‘S^22 ( r s “^ ll ■'■r/,'522+r's'^2irz,‘Si2)
Assuming the characteiistic impedance of the load to be Zq, then the power incident on 
the load and the power reflected from the load are:
1^ 2 PPin~-— — ;Power incident (6.17)
^0
k P=-— — ; Power reflected (6.18)
^0
Therefore, the power dissipated in the load, P2 , will be:
|2
Then, substituting (6.19) into (6.16) gives:
I (6.19)
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(6.20)
Now, when the source generator is connected directly to the load, the power dissipated in 
the load is Pi, and by assuming the S-parameters to be Sn = S2 2  = 0 and S21 = S 1 2 = 1, 
then by using the terms in (6.20), Pi will be:
Z o * i - r o r J
Therefore, inserting (6.20) and (6.21) into (6.15) results in:
06.21)
a  = 10^  ^Log 10 |i+r55iir^5^22 (^ 5*^ 11 l^*6'22 *5 1 2 ) 1
2 \
y
dB (6.22)
All of these variables are complex quantities. In the special case when the two-port DUT 
is perfectly matched by the source generator and the load, Fs = Fl = 0, the attenuation 
will be:
~ 10* Log 10
y \  1
c b Vr2il j
dB 0&23)
In a more general form, the attenuation can be separated into two components, reflected 
power and dissipation power:
Where,
(X — OC^. 4“
Or is the reflected component of the power 
oCd is the dissipated component of the power
(6.24)
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By letting:
Pi = Incident power upon two-port device.
Pr = reflected power by from two-port device. 
Pl = Dissipation power in the matched load.
Then, the attenuation components are given by:
= 10* Log 10 J
(6.25)
=10*Log, P i - P r  
V  P l  j
or, in the case when source generator and load are matched:
Po ,2
- ^ - I s  1^n “ P 2 1 I
Then, (6.25) and (6.26) can be expressed as;
a,. = 10* Log' ° 10
= 10* Log 10
V  1 ^ 2 1 1  ;
(6.26)
(6.27)
0&28)
(6.29)
(6.30)
Then, by adding (6.29) and (6.30) will prove the results shown earlier in (6.23)
6.5 Attenuation Error Measurement
Practical attenuation measurement can involve some eiTors. These eiTors can be classified 
into two main eiTors, a mismatch error and a leakage eiTor.
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6.5.1 Mismatch Error
If the attenuation measurement is carried out when the source generator and the load are 
not perfectly matched there will be a measurement error, this error is known as a 
mismatch error and can be represented as:
M = a - a „ ,  (6.31)
or, in other representation from (6.22) and (6.23) [1]:
M  = 10* Log 10
|i+ r^5 'iir^522 +r^»522 (6.32)
The uncertainty in the attenuation measurements can lie within the limits of:
^ 1 ± 1L1 S 221 ^  1 ^ 5 1 1 -  |^ L*^ 221 -1^5 ' 6 * 2 ^
^  Limit - 2 0 *  Log 10
V i ± r , r j J
05 33)
6.5.2 Leakage Error
The other type of error is leakage enor, where part of the signal will not travel through 
the proper channel of the attenuator path, but instead will travel though a leakage path 
shunting the attenuator. If a^  is the amount of the attenuation in dB through an attenuator 
under test and Œl is the leakage attenuation in dB through an external path, then the actual 
measured attenuation will be:
Ci —  Ci ^  ^L , (6.34)
The attenuation measurement error a t  due to leakage will be within the limits given in 
equation (6.33) and normally very small compared to amount of attenuation a^  and can 
be normally 0.00125% of the actual measured attenuation [1], hence it might be 
negligible.
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6.6 Calibration Procedure and Error Corrections
A calibration procedure for the two-port multi-probe reflectometer needs to be performed 
before any real measurements can be carried out in order to remove the system errors by 
finding the system parameters. Calibration can be carried out using the same principle 
used in the commercial network analysers [33,87-92]. It can be performed by using Line, 
Reflection, Match, (LRM) techniques, or it can be performed by using short circuit, open 
circuit, matched load, and through connections (SOLT).
In the special case of the simplified multi-probe vector network analyser illustrated in 
Figure 6-9 earlier, the calibration can be done as follows:
1. Calibrating port D by using open circuit, short circuit and matched load as for the 
one-port measurement system, while port C is terminated by a matched load all 
the time.
2. Performing a thru response calibration by connecting port B directly to port D 
through a short cable. This cable will be used in the DUT measurement.
The error model of the two-port network measurement system can be divided into two 
eiTor models, a forward eiror model and a reverse error model. These error models are 
more complicated than the one-port measurement system as the two-port measurement 
system provides more measurement functions such as the transmission coefficients in 
terms of magnitude and phase. However, these additional enor terms can be derived in a 
similar manner to that described in the one-port error connection in the previous chapter. 
The major sources of enor can be classified as:
• Frequency response (tracking)
• Source match
• Load match
• Isolation
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These enors can be effectively removed by performing a full two-port calibration and 
hence the two-port error model terms can be determined.
The transmission coefficient is measured by taking the ratio of the transmitted signal Vt 
to the incident signal Vi, where ideally Vi consists only of the power delivered by the 
source at the input port of the DUT and Vt consists only of the power emerging at the 
DUT output port as illustrated in Figure 6-11. This means in the ideal situation when the 
two-port DUT is perfectly matched at both ports, the transmission coefficients can be 
represented as:
Ç -  ^21M ^ 2\A - E ; Forward Transmission 0635)TF
Where;
S2 1 A
S l2 A
S2 IM
S l2 M
M t f
E t r
c _ H.12M ^12A
ti.TR
; Reverse Transmission 0635)
Actual forward transmission 
Actual reverse transmission 
Measured forward transmission 
Measured reverse transmission 
Forward transmission tracking 
Reverse transmission tracking
V, S,, Vt Etf
Forward
Reverse
S,2 Vt T^R V,
Figure 6 11: Transmission coefficients
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The transmission tracking terms E jf  and E j r , can be measured when a through 
connection is made between the Sn and S2 2  ports, but to determine the actual transmission 
coefficients other terms have to be included from the source match and the isolation 
measurements.
The source match can cause the incident signal to vary as a function of the DUT input 
reflection coefficient Sha- As the transmission return port is never perfectly matched to 
the characteristic impedance of the multi-probe reflectometers, some of the transmitted 
signal will be reflected at port 2. This reflection will effect the measurement of S2 1 M or 
part of the signal will be transmitted through the device in the reverse direction to appear 
at port 1, which affects the measurement value of Sum- This means that a new error term 
can be introduced, which causes the transmitted signal to vary as a function of S2 2 A and 
this term is called load match (E lf). Figure 6-12 shows a flow graph of this error.
Port2
DUT
Figure 6-12: Load match error flow graph
It can be seen from the flow graph that the measured forward transmission coefficient, 
S2 1 M, consists of signal components that vary as a function of the relationship between the 
source match error, Esf, and the actual measured Sha of the DUT. The input and output 
reflection coefficients of the two-port DUT must be measured and stored, as it will be 
used in the S2 1 A error corrections.
The directivity error term, Edf, and the source match error, Esf, together with the 
reflection frequency response error. E rf, can be found using the same principle described
1 2 2
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previously in the one-port measurement system error correction, using a matched load, 
short circuit and an open circuit.
After calibrating the measurement system ports for reflection measurements, the through 
measurement can be made and the load match. Elf, will be determined by measuring the 
reflection coefficients of the through connection. Then, the transmission signal path 
frequency response, E j f , is measured and corrected for the source and the load match 
effects.
The last step of the calibration is the isolation measurements in order to find the cross talk 
or the leakage from port 1 to port 2 of the DUT, where part of the incident signal at port 1 
of the DUT may be presented at port 2 of the DUT without actually passing through the 
DUT. Isolation is done by placing a matched load at the test port of each of the multi­
probe reflectometer and these terms can be represented as E%F and for forward and 
reverse isolation respectively. Figure 6-13 shows a flow graph of this situation.
- - -4 ~
DUT
Porti Port2
Figure 6-13: Isolation error flow graph
As mentioned earlier, there are two sets of errors, forward and reverse, and each set 
consists of six error terms. These errors are tabulated in Table 6-1.
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Error Forward Reverse
Directivity Mdf E dr
Isolation E xp E xr
Source Match E sf E sr
Load Match E lf E lr
Transmission Tracking E tf E tr
Reflection Tracking E rf E rr
Table 6-1: 12 error terms of a two-port system
In a conventional network analyser, an S-parameter test set can measure the forward and 
the reverse characteristics of the two-port DUT without the need for the DUT to be 
manually removed and physically reversed. With these test sets, the full two-port error 
model effectively removes both forward and reverse error terms for both transmission and 
reflection measurements. These errors are illustrated in the flow graph in Figure 6-14.
RF in
—TF Forward 
^1M Error 
Model
AS_11M
— 12A
DUT
Reverse
Error
Model I—11A
— 12 A—TR
RF In
Figure 6-14: Two-port flow graph with 12 error terms
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By using flow graph reduction techniques [89,93], the forward flow graph yields 
measurements of the measured input reflection coefficient. Sum, and the measured 
forward transmission coefficient S2 1 M as follows:
&1M ”  ^ - ( S i . D F ^ r f )' E.LF^^1 KsF^W KlF ^ 2 2 '^ ^ S F ^ L F ^ ^
0636)
S-21M ~~  ^ ~ { K x F  K t f ) ' 1 K l F ^ 2 2 ~^  E-SfE-LF^^j
(6.37)
where, ^2iA^i2A
These two equations contain all four actual S-parameters of the two-port DUT and the six 
forward error terms.
By using the same techniques on the reverse flow graph, the measured output reflection 
coefficient, S2 2 M, and the measured reverse transmission coefficient, S 1 2M, can be found to 
be:
b'S.22M ~  ^-{KdR'^Krr)' ^ 2 2  A K l R ^ ^vl KsrS .11 K l r S 2 2 ~^ K s r K l R ^ S j (6.38)
^12M ~ ^  - { K xR '^ K tr)'  ^ÇL 3
-12/4
1 K srS w K lrS22~^ K srK lR ^ S j
(6.39)
These two equations contain all four actual S-parameters of the two-port DUT and the six 
reverse error terms. Therefore, the forward and reverse equations combine to give four
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equations containing the actual S-parameters of the two-port DUT and the 12 error terms. 
If the 12 error terms are known, these four equations can be solved for the actual S- 
parameters of the two-port DUT as follows [88,92]:
SuA -
^ Sum Kdf
V — RF
1 +
 ^Ç _ /r  ^^ 22M A OR
’.RR
E SR
S um K xf V _ p  ^H.I2M AxR
LV E TF E K lfTR J
D (6.40)
/ c  _ p \
i l  22 A/ — DR
E RR J
1 + ^  V — p  ^ ^ l l A f  A  O F
V ^ R F
E SF
'.21M K x F c — p ^ ^ 12M Si-XR
EtfV i=^TF E :l rTR y
'.22A D (6.41)
S 2IM SxF 
K t f  j
1 +
/ ç  _ p \
^ 2 2 M  A  OR
V ^RR J
{ K s r  K l f )
-21A D (6.42)
^12A =
^ Ç _ g ^  ^ 1 2 M  &-XR
‘-TR
\ +
^ V — p  ^i l l l M  A  OF
V S rf j
{ K s f  K l r  )
D (6.43)
where,
D  = 1 + f  Ç _  P  ^ ^ II M  A  OF K sf 1 + S ti m  K dr K sr S i m  K xf S u m  K xr K l f K lr
V ^ R F  J \  K rr \  K tf j V K tr j
One can see that for each of the actual S-parameters calculated, it requires measuring all 
four S-parameters as well as knowing the 12 error terms.
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The determination of the 12 eiTor terms can be simplified in three steps, having solved for 
the 6 error terms in the forward direction, the same procedure can be used to solve for the 
6 error terms in the reverse direction. Solving for the forward direction is achieved as 
follows:
1. A one-port calibration is perfoimed using a matched load, a short circuit and an 
open circuit. This will determine the directivity, Edf, source match, Esf, and 
reflection tracking Erf error terms.
2. The leakage or crosstalk is measured by placing matched loads on each of the test 
ports. This will determine the leakage error, Exf-
3. Test port 1 and test port 2 are connected together, which is known as the through 
connection. This will determine the remaining two error terms, load match. E lf, 
and the transmission tracking, E tf-
The load match error , E lf, and the leakage error, E xf, can be found by simplifying the 
flow graph in Figure 6-14, in the case when the two ports are completely matched, where 
Sii = S2 2  =0 and 8 2 1 = S12 =1. This results in:
 - ' T  _ (6.44)K.RF~^iS\lM K dF^KsF
 - (6.45)
1 K s f K l f
In addition to the eiTors removed by accuracy enhancement, other systematic eiTors exist 
due to limitations of dynamic accuracy, microwave switch repeatability, eiTors in the 
definition of the short and open circuits, test cable stability. These errors are combined 
together with random errors to give the total system measurement uncertainty.
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6.7 Scalar Network Analyser Results
The design configuration illustrated in Figure 6-2 earlier is a two-port multi-probe scalar 
analyser. It is capable of measuring the input and output reflection coefficients in terms of 
magnitude and phase, but for the reasons mentioned earlier, it is capable of performing 
forward and reverse transmission measurements only in terms of magnitude.
If the two-port DUT is completely reciprocal, such as an attenuator, the transmission 
coefficients, and S 1 2 , can be measured by using the one-port multi-probe reflectometer 
with the DUT is terminated with a short circuit [85]. Simulation and practical results have 
been shown in the previous chapter. However, such a system is of limited interest.
Simulations have been carried out of measuring various devices by using the two-port 
multi-probe scalar analyser. The calibration method described previously in section 6.6 
has been used to correct the system. Figures (6.15 -6.20) show the calculated results. For 
all these results, the multi-probe system is modelled on ADS, and simulated detector 
voltages are manually entered into the MatLab and LabView programmes. Note that ADS 
simulation does not include noise.
S i m u l a t i o n  o f  v a r i o u s  a t t e n u a t o r s  b e f o r e  a n d  a f t e r  c a l i b r a t i o n
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Figure 6-15: Attenuation calculation of various simulated attenuators
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Simulation gain of various amplifiers before and after calibration
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Figure 6-16: Gain calculation of various simulated amplifiers
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Figure 6-17: Simulation data of a Band-Pass Filter with IdB insertion loss
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Stop-B and Filter before and after calibration
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Figure 6-18; Stop-Band filter with IdB insertion loss
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Figure 6-19: Low-Pass filter with IdB insertion loss
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H ig h _ p a s s  f i l te r  b e fo re  an d  a f te r  c a l ib ra tio n
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Figure 6-20: High-Pass filter with IdB insertion loss
Table 6-2 shows the forward error terms for the simulation data of the lOdB attenuator 
taken using the two-port multi-probe scalar analyser. The reverse error terms are identical 
to the forward ones as the device is reciprocal and the two one-port multi-probe 
reflectometers are identical.
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The two-port measurement system described in Figure 6-2 earlier has been characterised 
by performing full calibration. The calibration standards used as mentioned earlier are, 
matched load, open circuit, short circuit and a through connection. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 
contain the system error terms for multi-probel and multi-probe2 reflectometers 
respectively. The leakage error terms have been neglected and set to zero.
Freq.
(GHz) Edf Esf Erf Elf Sum \Eltf 1
1.00 0.063Z99.4 0.084/-171.1 0.94/12.10 0.033/0.75 0.072/73.9 0.843
1.05 0.065/97.0° 0.086/-167.5 0.93/5.51 0.043/3.21 0.077/65.9 0.836
1.10 0.066/94.6 0.083/-164.3 0.95/ 0.23 0.035/6.43° 0.075/68.3 0.856
1.15 0.068/92.1° 0.85/-161.5 0.96/-4.62 0.039/9.54 0.079/64.0 0.835
1.20 0.066/89.7 0.088/-157.1 0.95/-10.0 0.036/12.3 0.076/62.9 0.820
1.25 0.067/87.1 0.087/-153.2° 0.94/-14.8 0.029/15.2 0.074/65.5 0.832
1.30 0.070/84.8 0.086/-150.3 0.94/-17.1 0.031/17.9 0.079/63.2 0.834
1.35 0.072/82.2 0.085/-147.5 0.93/-23.3 0.034/20.0 0.081/59.3 0.855
1.40 0.074/79.9 0.091/-143.6 0.92/-27.4 0.037/22.7 0.084/56.2 0.842
1.45 0.072/76.4 0.092/-140.0 0.95/-3 1.2 0.035/25.1 0.083/53.0° 0.812
1.50 0.075/73.9 0.093/-137.2 0.94/-36.5 0.038/27.8 0.087/49.9 0.827
Table 6-3: Calculated forward error terms of the practical two-port multi-probe scalar analyser
Freq.
(GHz) Edr Esr Err Elr S22M ~ \ K t r \
1.00 0.059/75.2 0.081/-155.3 0.96/0.50 0.032/-15.6 0.066/47.7 0.862
1.05 0.061/73.1 0.083/-152.4 0.95/ -3.2 0.035/-12.3 0.070/44.9 0.853
1.10 0.063/70.3° 0.082/-147.5° 0.95/ -6.4° 0.031/-9.42 0.071/46.0 0.846
1.15 0.061/68.2 0.084/-144.5 0.96/-9.5 0.034/-6.28 0.072/41.5 0.858
1.20 0.058/65.7° 0.086/-142.1° 0.97/-14.0° 0.035/-3.82° 0.070/37.1 0.848
1.25 0.062/63.5 0.083/-139.2° 0.95/-17,6 0.031/-1.42 0.072/39.6° 0.847
1.30 0.065/60.9 0.085/-136.0 0.94/-20.1 0.031/2.64 0.076/39.0 0.842
1.35 0.069/58.2 0.084/-133.6 0.95/-24.7 0.034/5.12 0.082/35.6 0.859
1.40 0.072/55.7 0.090/-130.1 0.94/-29.8 0.036/8.49 0.086/33.2 0.852
1.45 0.068/52.2° 0.089/-127.4° 0.95/-34.5 0.033/11.7 0.082/30.5 0.832
1.50 0.071/49.6 0.091/-124.6 0.94/-39.7 0.034/14.1 0.085/28.3 0.847
Table 6-4: Calculated reverse error terms of the practical
Practical measurements have been carried out on 
tabulated in Table 6-5.
two-port multi-probe scalar analyser 
various devices. The results are
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Chapter 6 Two-Port Measurement System
6.8 Vector Network Analyser Results
The design configuration illustrated earlier in Figure 6-9 earlier is a two-port multi-probe 
vector network analyser. The configuration allows a standing wave to be presented on the 
microstrip line of the multi-probe reflectometer, which it will make it possible for the 
magnitude and the phase of the transmission coefficient to be measured.
Simulations have been carried out of measuring various devices using the simplified two- 
port multi-probe network analyser. Figures (6.21-6.23) show the simulated results.
S im u la tio n  o f  v a rio u s  dev ices
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Figure 6-21: Simulated S21 magnitude of various devices using the 2-port system of Fig. 6-9
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Figure 6-22: Simulated S21 phase of 5.1mm and 20.4mm delay using vector network analyser
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Figure 6-23: Simulated S21 phase of amplifîers with phase delay of (45 and 90 )
The magnitude and phase of different devices were practically measured using the multi­
probe vector network analyser. These measurements were repeated by using the Agilent 
8753E network analyser. Figures (6.24-6.26) show the results of the practical 
measurements of a delay line and various attenuators measured with the multi-probe 
vector analyser and compared with the measurement by using the Agilent 8753E analyser.
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Figure 6-24: S21 phase measurements of a delay line measured with the 
multi-probe vector analyser and the Agilent 8753E analyser
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Figure 6-25: S21 phase measurements of various attenuators measured with the 
multi-probe vector analyser and the Agilent 8753E analyser
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Figure 6-26: S21 magnitude measurements of various attenuators measured with the 
multi-probe vector analyser and the Agilent 8753E analyser
6.9 Measurement Uncertainty
Any microwave measurements regardless of the accuracy of the measurement system will 
have some kind of uncertainty or what is known as the measurement confidence. 
Uncertainty can be defined as the assigned allowance for error. There are many possible 
sources of uncertainty such;
• Instrument resolution of reading out the detectors output voltages.
• Changes in the characteristics or performance of the measuring instruments or 
reference standard since the last calibration.
• Approximation and assumptions incorporated in the measurement method and 
procedure.
• Variation in repeated observations made under similar but not identical conditions, 
such as, random effects caused by noise, temperature variation, humidity and air 
pressure.
Measurement uncertainties in the two-port measurements system can be classified
into two types: -
1. Reflection uncertainty
2. Transmission uncertainty
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The reflection uncertainty assigned to the allowance in eiTors when either input reflection 
or output reflection measurement is carried out. The transmission uncertainty assigned to 
the allowance in errors when either forward or reverse transmission earned out. The 
forward measurement uncertainties can be defined as in equations (6.46-6.47) [88].
(6.46)
^21M ~^21A^^21A K x f
§ . 2 1 A  ~ ^ ^ I I A ^ S F  § . 2 1 A  ^ 1 2  A  ^ S F  E . L F  ^ 2 2 a E . L F  E l t f \
(6.47)
The reverse measurement uncertainties can be defined in a similar manner.
For the 3dB attenuator measurements tabulated in Tables (6.2-6.3) the measurement 
uncertainties have been calculated. Table 6-6 illustrates these results
Frequency
(GHz)
Is 11^1 i m | 
Uncertainty Uncertainty
Is 1|!222M  I 
Uncertainty
<1>22M
Uncertainty
1.00 +0.0017 ±3.58° ±0.0023 ±2.99°
1.05 ±0.0019 ±3.80° ±0.0026 ±3.29°
1.10 ±0.0013 ±4.00° ±0.0026 ±3.57°
1.15 ±0.0013 ±4.33° ±0.0027 ±3.62°
1.20 ±0.0010 ±4.51° ±0.0026 ±3.70°
1.25 ±0.0006 ±4.78° ±0.0027 ±4.14°
1.30 ±0.0008 ±5.18° ±0.0032 ±4.51°
1.35 ±0.0009 ±5.79° ±0.0039 ±5.07°
1.40 ±0.0013 ±6.35° ±0.0047 ±5.65°
1.45 ±0.0014 ±6.44° ±0.0046 ±5.62°
1.50 ±0.0020 ±7.19° ±0.0055 ±6.12
Table 6-6: Reflection measurement uncertainties
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These individual uncertainties need to be combined with the uncertainties of the 
calibration standards and the test equipment to calculated the overall system uncertainty. 
The combined uncertainty can be expressed as:
Combined Uncertainty = -\Juf + U 2 + ^ ^ 3  + ..... + (6.48)
Where, U ^, is the individual uncertainty, and n is an integer. The calculation of the
combined uncertainty can be a complicated task. Therefore, as the system is not for 
commercial use at this stage the overall uncertainty has not been investigated in this work.
6.10 Conclusion
This chapter has described the design of the two-port multi-probe measurement system. 
Different techniques of measuring the transmissions coefficient in both magnitude and 
phase have been described. The multi-probe scalar and vector analyser have been 
described and compared. The calibration methods have been discussed and calibration 
algorithm has been derived as well as the two-port twelve-error term model. Simulation 
data and practical results haven been presented. The measurement uncertainty has been 
derived and calculated.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Achievements
The aim of this research was to find a reliable and a low cost microwave measurement 
system to rival the very expensive commercial network analysers. Two different methods 
have been investigated during the research at two different Universities. The details of the 
design and the measurement results are described and presented in this thesis.
The main achievements of this research can be summarised as follows:
7.1.1 Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer
• The phase shifter in a dielectric multistate reflectometer has been investigated in 
the frequency band of llOGHz to 170GHz.
• A new method of controlling the phase shifter by using LabView software has 
been presented.
• Calibration routines to calibrate the dielectric multi state reflectometer have been 
investigated and comparisons between these routines have been presented.
• Various measurements of microwave components have been carried out in the 
frequency band of llOGHz up to 170GHz. The results have been calculated, 
while comparisons of these have been shown before and after calibrating the 
system in order to validate the proper operation of the measurement system.
• The stability of the dielectric multi state reflectometer and the measurement 
reliability have been measured.
• Paper published in the European Microwave conference [28].
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7.1.2 Multi-Probe Reflectometer System
• The design of a microstrip multi-probe reflectometer using low cost surface mount 
components has been carried out.
• The assumptions made by previous researchers (lossless, perfectly matched and 
without coupling effects) have been discussed and proved need to be considered in 
practice.
• Two different algorithms have been introduced to calculate the calibration 
constants of the one-port multi-probe reflectometer and the measurement data of 
an unknown device. By taking into account line losses, mismatch, coupling 
effects, and the loading introduced by detectors, greatly improved results have 
been achieved. No reported work has fully taken all these into account before.
• Error correction has been analysed and applied to the raw device measurements.
• The system characteristic parameters have been calculated and presented.
• Various microwave components have been measured with the multi-probe
reflectometer. Results have been achieved with good accuracies after being 
compared with data taken by existing commercial analysers.
• Measuring the reflection coefficient in terms of its magnitude and phase as well as 
the transmission measurements of reciprocal microwave devices have been shown 
by using the one-port measurement system.
• The two-port multi-probe reflectometer has been investigated, which is capable of 
performing the full S-parameter measurement in principle.
• EiTor model correction has been derived for the two-port multi-probe
reflectometer. These error coiTections have been applied to coiTect various
measured microwave devices.
• The problem of the transmission phase measurements using the two-port multi­
probe reflectometer has been presented and the solutions for that were proposed.
• Paper has been published in the ARMMS conference [93].
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7.2 Possible Future Work
There are a number of interesting research areas which can be pursued further:
• The dielectric multistate measurements system can be extended to be two-port 
measurement system in order to perform the full two-port measurements of a 
network or device. Figure 7-1 shows the suggested design of the two-port system.
• The metallic waveguide horns used in the dielectric multistate reflectometer ports 
can be replaced by dielectric waveguide transitions.
• The power detectors used to detect the signal from the dielectric multi state
reflectometer could be connected directly to the dielectric waveguides inside the 
reflectometer. Other types of detectors with higher frequency operation such as 
thermistor detectors, which are extremely broadband and can operate up to optical 
frequency range, can be used instead of the expensive waveguide detectors.
• The high frequency MMIC multi-probe reflectometer can be fabricated and tested
(Refer to Appendix D for the design and layout).
• The principle of measuring the magnitude and the phase of the transmission 
coefficients of a two-port network device using the multi-probe reflectometer 
technique needs to be developed further.
• The implementation of the multi-probe reflectometer for on-wafer measurement 
can be investigated. Figure 7-2 illustrates a suggested design.
• The feasibility of designing a handheld analyser using the multi-probe technique is 
worthy of further investigation.
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DUT
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Reflect ive
Sw itch
□MR 1 □ MR 2
Figure 7-1: Two-Port Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer
Non-  
Ref lect lve  
Sw itch
Figure 7-2: On-Wafer Multi-Probe Reflectometer
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This programme controls the Dielectric Multistate Reflectometer (DMR) 
measurements system test equipments and calculate the results. The programme 
performs the followings:
1. Initialises all test equipment at the start of each test.
2. Controls and derives the stepper motor which controls the DMR phaseshifter.
3. Controls and derive the DMM HP34401A.
4. Record the voltage ratio of each measurement for each step of the 
phaseshifter. The measured results recorded into two ways:
• Recorded into aiTays. This is for instance results display.
• Recorded into Excel file. This is for later results analyses to calculate 
the system constants and then the reflection coefficient of unknown 
device.
5. Display and record error if any during the test.
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Appendix B
This programme controls the One-port reflectometer measurement system test
equipments and calculates the results. The programme performs the followings:
1. Initialises all test equipment at the start of each test.
2. Controls and derives the frequency source either Agilent 83623B or E4433B. This 
will control the:
• Start and stop frequency.
• Step frequency.
• Power output
3. Controls and derive data acquisition unit HP34970A. This will control:
• Channel activated.
• Measurements mode.
• Measurement resolutions.
4. Record the voltage of each measurement for each probe. The measured results 
recorded into two ways:
5. Recorded into anays. This is for instance results display, which incorporates 
Mate Lab for the calculations.
6. Recorded into Excel file. This is for later results analyses to calculate the 
system constants and then the reflection coefficient of unknown device.
7. A choice of performing calibration measurements of the multi-probe 
reflectometer in order to calculate the system constants or skipping the 
calibration if calibration has recently been performed.
8. Display the results of the reflection coefficient of the unknown DUT in terms 
of magnitude and phase as well as in Smith chart display.
9. Display and record eiTor if any during the test.
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iMATLABScriptr
frequency
il= (pol-psl)J(4*pll)j 
â2=(po2-ps2)j(4*p!2)j j34o3-ps3)J(4*pl3)j
b l= (s q r t( lG > rp l l - (4 * p l l+ p o l-p s l) ‘'2))J(4*pll) 
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j irnsk=Oj 
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tmpb2=b2; 
tm ^ 3 = b 3 ;
■ for mask =  0i6, 
b l= tm p b l; 
b2=tmpb2j 
b3=tmpb3j 
1 t fm js k = = l  
b l= -b lj  
end
fm a sk = = 2  
b2=-b2; 
end 
fm a sk = = 3  
b3=-b3; 
end
ifm ask= =4
b l= -b l
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end
ifm ask==5
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end
fm a sk = = 6
b l= -b l
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end
A 0=cl*((pd2/pt)-l>(c2*((pdlipll)-l))jAl=2Vcl-al*c2)j
A 2=2*(bl*c2-b2*cl);
B 0 = c l* p ip l3 )- lK c 3 * ((p d l/p ll) - l) );
B l=2*(a3*cl-al*c3);
B2=2*(bl*c3-b3*cl);
Ri=(A2*B0-A0*B2)j(A2*Bl-Al*B2);
Ry=(AO*Bl-Al*BO)J(A2*Bl-Al*B2);
Gam a=Rï+i*Ry
R=abs(Gama)
ï(R>Û,7)B(R<l,2)
break;
end
end
n = (m ask );b l; b2; b3 
Rloss=-20*lofll0l^l
This calulates the calibration constants ofhe measuremnts ystem by using MATLBsoftware language:;; 1, al, a2, a3,2.bl,b2,b3
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This programme controls the Two-port reflectometer measurement system test 
equipments and calculates the results. The programme performs the followings:
1. Initialises all test equipment at the start of each test.
2. Controls and derives the frequency source either Agilent 83623B or E4433B. This 
will control the:
• Stait and stop frequency.
• Step frequency.
• Power output
3. Controls and derive data acquisition unit HP34970A. This will control:
• Channel activated.
• Measurements mode.
• Measurement resolutions.
4. Record the voltage of each measurement for each probe. The measured results 
recorded into two ways:
5. Recorded into arrays. This is for instance results display, which incorporates 
Mate Lab for the calculations.
6. Recorded into Excel file. This is for later results analyses to calculate the 
system constants and then the reflection coefficient of unknown device.
7. A choice of performing calibration measurements of the multi-probe 
reflectometer in order to calculate the system constants or skipping the 
calibration if calibration has recently been performed.
8. A choice of selecting the desired test.
9. Display the results of the reflection coefficient of the unknown DUT in terms 
of magnitude and phase as well as in Smith chart display.
Display and record error If any during the test.
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